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SOLAR DYNAMIC GROUND TEST DEMONSTRATOR (SDGTD)
CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW
SUMMARY REPORT
I. INTRODUCTION
Critical Design Reviews (CDRs)
Ground Test Demonstrator (SDGTD)
following schedule:
were held on the Solar Dynamic
Program in accordance with the
Review Date Location
Radiator 26 Feb 93 Loral Vought
Concentrator 13-14 Apr 93 Harris
Receiver,
Recuperator,
Cooler
12-14 May 93 Aerospace Systems & Equipment
Data Acquisition & Control, 25-27 May 93 Fluid Systems
Power Conversion & Control,
Parasitic Load Radiator,
Electric Load Simulator (NASA)
Turbo Alternator Compressor, 2-4 June 93
System Integration,
Buildup Assy Platform (NASA),
Solar Simulator (NASA Update),
Liquid Utilities Pallet
NASA LeRC
This CDR summary report will provide the following information for
each of the system components and the system integration:
1. A bibliography of design/design review documentation,
• A summary of the major discussion issues from each design
review,
• A definition of the component and system detail designs
along with the bottom line from the supporting analysis,
•
Status and key results from pertinent development
activities on-going in the CDR time period,
5. A brief description of planned testing, and
•
A discussion of issues still open at the completion of
CDR.
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This report was prepared by the companies responsible for the
individual reviews and compiled by Fluid Systems. In reading through
this document, the reader will detect different writingand presentation
styles. Fluid Systems has not attempted to "wordsmith" this document to
provide a consistent style or tone. We did not feel that this was a
worthwhile expenditure of program resources and we wanted the writers to
communicate directly with the reader.
Appendix 1 to this report contains a listing and status (as of
28 June 1993) of all the action items generated during all SDGTD CDRs.
The reader should remember that the SDGTDprogram is being conducted in
an open communication forum, and program participants are encouraged to
ask questions or request information. Team members are allowed and
encouraged to participate in the reviews on an equal basis. No request
for information, as long as it is within the work scope, is refused, so
many action items are generated.
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2. SYSTEM INTEGRATION
2.1 Design Document Listing
The following list of documents was generated by Rocketdyne and
Fluid Systems to support the system integration design activities and
the system integration CDR:
Document Number DocumenD Title
213000001 ISSUE 3
213000002 ISSUE 4
213000014 ISSUE 2
213000016 ISSUE 2
213000017 ISSUE 4
213000019 ISSUE 1
213000020 ISSUE 1
213010116 ISSUE 2
213010117 ISSUE 2
213010118 ISSUE 2
213010119 ISSUE 2
213010120 ISSUE 2
213010132 ISSUE 1
213SRR00002
213TP000002 ISSUE 2
213TPS000001 ISSUE 3
NI0115 ISSUE 5
NI0116 ISSUE 2
NI0117 ISSUE 2
NI0118 ISSUE 2
NI0119 ISSUE 2
NI0120 ISSUE 2
NI0121 ISSUE 2
NI0132 ISSUE 1
UNNUMBERED
UNNUMBERED
41-11460 (2)
41-12000
41-12065
41-12072
41-12119
SYSTEM LAYOUT
PIPING & INSTR. DIAGRAM
EI&C (CABLING) DIAGRAM
ICD, PCS
INSTRUMENT LIST
WIRE LIST
CONNECTOR LIST
ICD, CONCENTRATOR
ICD, RECEIVER
ICD, RADIATOR
ICD, PLR
ICD, PCCU
ICD, LUP
HAZARD ANALYSIS
TEST PLAN, SYSTEM
TEST PLAN - SUMMARY
SPECIFICATION, SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION, CONCENTRATOR
SPECIFICATION, RECEIVER
SPECIFICATION, RADIATOR
SPECIFICATION, PLR
SPECIFICATION, PCCU
SPECIFICATION, DACS
SPECIFICATION, LUP
CDR DESIGN REPORT
CDR VIEWGRAPHS
THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE STATEPOINTS
SYSTEM STARTING PROFILES
SYSTEM THERMODYNAMIC CONTROL METHODS
SYSTEM VERIFICATION TEST PROFILE
SYSTEM THERMO. DATA FOR CDR
The 41-XXXXX documents are published by Fluid Systems. All others
in this listing are Rocketdyne's.
2.2 Design ReviewMinutes
The System Critical
Thursday, June 3, 1993.
system review were:
Design Review was held at NASA LeRC on
The presentation topics covered during the
41-14056-2-
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presented by
Requirements C. Kudija (Rocketdyne)
Changes Since PDR C. Kudij a
System Design Documents C. Kudija
Instrumentation & Cabling R. Kozik (Rocketdyne)
System Analysis
- Component Alignment C. Kudija
- System Efficiency C. Kudija
- Thermodynamic Cycle AnalysisT. Mock (Fluid Systems)
Safety C. Kudija
System Test Plans L. Mason (NASA)
The system CDR began with a review of the system specification and
the changes in the specification which have occurred since PDR. No
major issues were generated during this discussion. The integrated
system design and the associated design changes since PDR were reviewed
next. Again, no major issues were identified and the overall system
integration approach was accepted. The component specifications and
Interface Control Drawings were summarized but not reviewed in detail.
No major issues were generated by either NASA or the component subcon-
tractors. These documents are to be released to configuration manage-
ment control by Rocketdyne after incorporation of CDR review comments.
The subcontractors and NASA were encouraged to give these documents one
final review prior to placing under configuration management control.
The instrumentation list, cabling schematics, and wire list were
reviewed next. A significant amount of work has gone into organizing
the numerous electrical/electronic signals contained within the SDGTD,
and it was evident in the completeness of these documents. Several
issues arose in this presentation. The first involves apparent discrep-
ancies between the DACS detail designs presented at the DACS CDR and the
system cabling requirements. Fluid systems indicated that the detail
design of the DACS was basedupon system documents two issues back and
that they were aware of the discrepancies. Several specific action
items were taken to require Steve Siems and Bob Kozik to insure that
these discrepancies were resolved. The second issue involves the
grounding scheme to insure that ground loops do not get into the instru-
mentation. Fluid Systems indicated that the design of thermocouple
modules within the DACS provided ground isolation and that inadvertent
grounds in the instrumentation would not result in ground loops which
provide erroneous signals. Had the DACS and the system instrumentation
design been based on "grounded" thermocouples this would not have been
the case and ground loops would be a concern. Nonetheless, an action
item was taken to review this issue.
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Following the presentation on instrumentation and cabling, system
analysis presentations were given. The first involved the allocations
to insure adequate optical alignment. The approach of providing
installation adjustability rather than tolerance allocation was
presented and accepted. However, the transient effects of receiver,
BAP, and concentrator motions have not been cumulatively evaluated.
Additional work is required to bring all the alignment tolerances and
thermo-elastic distortion effects together. An action item was taken to
complete this task. Some of the transient thermal analyses are very
complex and have not been completed for the final component designs
selected.
The overall system efficiency from light in to user electric power
out was presented. The system goal is 15 percent. Current analysis
indicates 16.1 percent. The losses were reviewed from the light source
to the concentrator.
The thermodynamic cycle analysis was presented next. The maximum
insolation orbital conditions were defined. System startup transients
were provided. A methodology of conducting the system verification test
was presented, in stepwise fashion, brought the system up slowly from a
low-temperature, low-power condition to full-power design conditions.
This test approach was well received. The shutdown transient generated
some interesting discussions and a steak dinner bet between NASA and
Fluid Systems (even more important than an action item). This dis-
cussion involved the amount of electrical power which can be generated
if solar tracking is lost at the sunrise condition (normally the lowest
energy state). Lee Mason of NASA suggested that testing should be done
to quantify the amount of available electrical energy available over a
wide range of shutdown conditions. Fluid Systems countered with a
proposal to test several conditions to calibrate the analytical model
and use the model to generate the maps. A steak dinner bet was placed
between Lee Mason and Bob Macosko of NASA and Dennis Alexander and Ted
Mock of Fluid Systems: Fluid Systems will conduct system testing to
include no more than three shutdown conditions, after which NASA will
select a shutdown condition and Fluid Systems will predict within 5.0
percent the actual (by test) available electrical energy.
Methods of thermodynamic control were also presented. Constant
speed operation over a range of speeds was presented. The specifics of
these analyses are contained in Section 2.4 of this summary report.
The results of the component and system hazards analysis were
presented. No hazards were identified which, with planned action, would
result inunacceptable safety conditions. Leakage of n-heptane into the
gas loop via a failed gas cooler was discussed and an action item taken
to resolve the issue.
The system test plans, both contractor and NASA phases, were
discussed. The time required to conduct the contractor system verifi-
cation testing was reduced and made more aggressive based on the
41-14056-2
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incorporation of the Fluid Systems hot-loop testing which occurs prior
to delivery of the PCS. This approach was accepted. The NASA testing
is still in the preliminary stages of planning. A four-phase (most
important issues first) approach was identified. Team members were
encouraged to review the NASA test plans, especially in the area of risk
identification.
Generated action items (see Appendix 1) were reviewed, accepted,
assigned, and due date established.
2.3 System Integration Design Summary
The SDGTD system layout is shown in Figure 2-1. The system
integration concepts provide optical coupling of the solar simulator,
the concentrator and the receiver. Physical integration primarily
involves integration of components to the tank. Figure 2-1 shows that
significant componen£-to-component physical integration is not desired
or required. This maximizes the ease bywhich components can be changed
out to evaluate different design concepts without requiring complex
integration activities. Changes in the system design since PDR include
the following:
a. The solar simulator position was revised to eliminate a
potential interference with the 10-foot diameter valve
housing on the west end of the tank.
h. The BAP, concentrator, receiver, and PCS were reposi-
tioned in the tank (shifted approximately three feet
west) in response to the solar simulator position change.
Co The liquid utilities pallet was located below the radia-
tors to contain the liquid loop components and to
restrain the movement of the hanging radiator panels.
do The PCCU was moved from the BAP to the tank floor to
simplify mounting and potential interferences.
ea The BAP was changed to a single-level structure rather
than a bilevel structure. A removable pallet for the
receiver/PCS was identified to provide for the movement
of the receiver/PCS to allow temporary incorporation of
a flux measurement target.
f. Not shown on the system layout but of major significance
was the establishment of the detailed electrical inter-
face conditions including the tank pass-through concepts.
Detailed cabling schematics, connector and wire lists
were generated to control the detail design of numerous
control and instrumentation cables.
41-14056-2
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2.4 System Performance_nalysis
The maximum insolation cycle statepoints for sunrise and sunset
conditions are shown in Table 2-1. The schematic for interpreting the
statepoint table is shown in Figure 2-2.
OS :
Starting transients have been defined for three different scenari-
* Normal start from orbital soak conditions (360°R)
Normal start for Tank 6 ambient conditions (520°R) with
conditioned radiator
Potential first start transient for the system in Tank 6
which is intended to keep receiver temperatures down
The system is started byacquiring the sun (or turning on the solar
simulator in the tank) and storing energy in the receiver. The Brayton
system needs approximately 1250°R turbine inlet temperature to become
self sustaining. It is necessary, therefore, to raise the energy level
of the receiver to a level sufficient to produce the necessary turbine
inlet temperature. However, the solar flux distribution within the
receiver, as deposited by the concentrator, is not uniform. Without gas
flow in the receiver, canisters heat up very unevenly. Overheating of
hot spot canisters is possible if the sun is acquired for too long
without operating the Brayton system. Brayton system operation removes
energy from the receiver as well as redistributes (smoothes) the energy
with the receiver. Once started, the system needs approximately 3
orbits to achieve a balanced thermal operation. Balanced operation
means that the sunrise conditions of orbit n + 1 are virtually identical
to sunrise conditions of the previous orbit n. The characteristics of
the normal Tank 6 start from ambient conditions is given in Table 2-2.
The baseline control method for orbital operation is to set a TAC
speed and maintain it throughout the orbit. As the receiver warms up
during the insolated period of the orbit more and more power is
produced.. During the eclipse period the system cools down and less and
less power is generated. This methodology is referred to as the
constant speed approach, which results in a variation in available power
during the orbit. This characteristic is shown in Figures 2-3 and 2-4,
which show temperature and power variation during a typical (maximum
insolation) orbit.
41-14056-2
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Table 2-I. System Statepoints at Sunset and Sunrise
Temperatures in °R,
QIN APERTURE, KWT
CYCLE
C0MP INLET P1
CONP INLET T1
CONP DISCH P2
C0MP DISC_ T2
ALT EX DISCH P3
ALT HX DISCH T3
RECUP DISCH P4
RECUP DISC_ T4
RCVR INLET P5
RCVR INLET T5
RCVR DISCH P6A
RCVR DISCH T6A
TURB INLET P6
TURB INLET T6
TURB DISCH P8
TURB DISCH T8
RECUP INLET P9
RECUP INLET T9
RECUP DISCH PI0
RECUP DICSH TI0
COOLER INLET PII
COOLER INLET TI1
COOLER DISCH PI2
COOLER DISCH TI2
COMP PR
TU_ PR/CU_ m_
C0_P IN FLOW, #/SEC
Tmm IN FLOW, #/SEC
COOLANT FLOW, #/SXC
COOLANT TLIQAVG
COOLANT CP, BTU/#oP
iCOOLANT DELT_ T
CLR INLET TLIQ
CLR DISCH TLIQ
TSINK
JOUR BRG LOSS, KW
THRST BRG LOSS, KW
ALT WIND LOSS, KW
ALT EM EFF
GROSS ALT INPUT, KW
ALT OUTPUT, EWE [AC)
Pressures in psia
12.545
SUNSET
67.632
463.7
109.95
596.4
109.88
616.7
109.21
1575.0
109.15
1573.0
107.51
1878.7
107.37
1874.1
68.904
1627.3
68.873
1600.5
68.307
662.8
68.278
662.8
67. 641
463.7
1.6257
.95848
.39199
.38341
.04853
539.5
.53925
176.5
452.1
628.6
375.0
.05484
.13972
.09021
.90832
2.3212
2.1084
Sm_.TS E
65. 748
461.7
106.93
593.9
106.86
612.5
106.21
1475.2
106.16
1473.7
104.62
1752.5
104.48
1749.0
66.999
1518.3
66.970
1495.4
66.427
654.0
66.397
654.0
65. 757
461.7
1.6263
.95885
.39063
.38207
.04853
539.5
.53925
170.I
450.7
620.8
375.0
.05418
.13804
.08817
.91111
1.9443
1.7715
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Figure 2-2. SDGTD Cycle Station Locations
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The selection of the speed setpoint has a significant effect on the
operation of the system, predominantly the receiver. If at low speed
the receiver becomes overheated and the salt stays at or above the melt
temperature, very little variation in electrical power out is observed
from sunset to sunrise. This occurs because most of the salt within the
receiver is remains molten staying at or slightlyabove the melt temper-
ature of the salt. Conversely, operation at too high a speed results in
overcooling of the receiver. The canisters of salt within the receiver
tend to operate at or below the salt melt temperature. In this case
large swings in electrical power are observed between sunrise and
sunset. Neither of these conditions is desirable. Figure 2-5 shows the
electrical power produced at sunrise and sunset during a max insolation
orbit as speed is reset from 47,000 rpm to 55,000 rpm. The aerodynamic
design point for the compressorand turbine are 52,000 rpm. The turbine
inlet temperature variations for sunset and sunrise over the same speed
range are shown in Figure 2-6. Remember that the salt melt temperature
is 1873OR when studying Figure 2-6 and you get an appreciation for what
is happening. The same conditions would exist if the cycle gas
inventory was changed at constant speed. A low-level inventory would
produce results similar to operation at low speed. In short, the
receiver responds to flowrate, which is produced by a combination of gas
inventory (pressure) and TAC speed.
Operation in low earth orbit would result in a wide range of
orbital conditions. Varying orbital conditions result in a range of
orbit times and insolation periods. The characteristics described in
the above paragraph, for the cases we have analyzed so far, remain
reasonably consistent. The values of temperature and power vary but the
trends are consistent. Figure 2-7 shows the ratio of sunrise to sunset
electrical power (max orbit power/min orbit power) as a function of
speed setpoint for a maximum insolation orbit operating at I00 percent
gas inventory. Note the dip or bucket in the curve near 52,000 rpm.
The area to the right this bucket is the desirable operating range. We
believe that algorithms can be developed to locate this condition by
measuring output power alone. No complex and unreliable temperature
measuring instrumentation is required for system operation and control.
41-14056-2
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Table 2-2. System Nominal Cold Startup
Scenario for Startup in Tank 6
ORBIT
NO.
1
2
4
5
6
• RECEIVER AND RECUPERATOR AT 520"R
• TSINK - 375°R AT START INITIATION
• COOLANT HEATER M_AXlr/N_ RADIATOR
INLET TEMPERATURE TO 620oR
• COOLER AT AVERAGE TEMP OF 450°R
• COOLANT FLOW RATE CONSTANT AT 174.7 LB/HR
• GAS CYCLE INVENTORY AT BASELINE VALUE
• THEN:
TIME,
MIN
0
50.00
-50.33
50.67
66
0
66
66
0
1.4
66
0
66
SPEED SET
POINT, RPM
0
47000
47000
47000
47000
47000
47000
50500
50500
50500
52000
52000
52000
52000
52000
52000
P_ET I
KWE
0
0
0
0.285
1.459
0. 747
1. 658
1.513
1.939
1.955
1.778
1.732
2.062
1.721
2.060
1. 695
ACTION TAKEN OR OCCURRED
(O RCVR - BTU)
SUNRISE (O - 17924)
TURN STARTER ON
STARTER OFF
SELF SUSTAINING
SUNSET (O - 56388)
smmasB (0 - 4.7592)
s_NsET_ -(O - 65652 )
SURRISE (O - 54569)
RBCUPERATOR HEATUP
COMPLETED
SUNSET (Q - 68613)
SUR_SE (0- 55517)
COOLANT HEATER OFF
SUNSET (O ,, 68926)
SUNRISE (Q ,, 55245)
SUNSET (O " 68734)
SUNRISE (O - 55077)
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Figure 2-3. TCAN and TIT Versus Orbit Time
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Figure 2-4. KWe Versus Orbit Time
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2-6
24
2.2
2
I
i 1.81.4
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I I -_ -- I _ . _---_"_
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Figure 2-5. Net Output Power for S.u.nrise and
Sunset Versus Shaft Speed Setpo=.nt
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E" i , ,
3,-,
i 1.7 ,
Figure 2-6. Turbine Inlet Temperature for Sunrise
and Sunset Versus Shaft Speed Setpoint
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Figure 2-7. PNETSS/PNETSR Versus KRPM
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2.5 System Safety
Hazards analyses were conducted using NHBI00.1 as a guide. Hazard
risk is measured by assessing the probability and the consequences of
events occurring. The value system for assessing severity (consequence)
is:
Class I
-- Catastrophic, may cause death or major system de-
struction
Class II -- Critical, may cause severe injury, severe occupation-
al illness, or major property damage
Class III - Marqinal, may cause minor occupational illness or
property damage
Class IV -- Neqliqible, probably would not affect personal safety
or health but is a violation of specific criteria.
The value system used to assess probability is:
Estimate A
Estimate B
Likely to occur immediately
Probably will occur in time
Estimate C May occur in time
Estimate D Unlikely to occur
Combining the probability and the consequences is accomplished with
the table shown in Table 2-3 to obtain an overall safety Risk Assessment
Code. Hazards with Risk Assessments Code of I or 2 are considered
undesirable and require action to reduce risk. Each contractor has
accomplished an assessment of their components, and Rocketdyne has
assessed the system and compiled an overall program compendium of risk
items to identify hazards which require corrective action. Table 2-4
provides a compilation of the number of hazards identified by Risk
Assessment Code.
Table 2-3. Risk Assessment Code
Severity class I
II
III
IV
Probability Estimate
C
2
1 2 3 4
2 3 4 5
3 54 6
41-14056-2
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Table 2-4. Summary of Hazards by RAC
Number Before Correc'
RAC
1
2
3
4
5
6
tion Action
0
Number After Correc-
tive Action
0
12 0
26 18
40 42
12 20
2 6
2.6 System Test Plan
The initial draft of an integrated system test plan summary has
been developed by NASA Lewis. This document is currently incorporated
as an appendix to Rocketdyne's Test Plan Summary (213TPS000001). The
integrated system test plan summary describes the tests that will follow
the System Verification Tests performed in Tank 6 by the contractor
team.
Three primary goals are to be accomplished through the integrated
system testing. First, the tests should demonstrate the technology
readiness of an integrated solar dynamic power system for ultimate use
in space. Second, the tests should provide data that will allow
evaluation of the various NASA and contractor design codes used to
predict system and component performance. Finally, the test program
should provide a means to acquire system operating experience for the
NASA/contractor team and provide greater insight into the control
methodologies needed to operate solar dynamic systems for eventual space
missions.
The integrated system tests are organized into four separate
phases. Phase A is the Demonstration Test Phase. During this phase of
testing, a representative cold soak startup will be followed by a series
of orbit cycling cases culminating in operation of the SDGTD at its
reference design conditions (maximum insolation orbit). The stability
of the system during random and/or sudden variations in user load will
be demonstrated. Additionally, Phase A will demonstrate the system's
capacity to provide power via receiver thermal energy reserves during a
simulated loss of solar energy. All of these tests will be performed
using constant speed control.
Phase B is the Off Design/Perturbation Test Phase. The purpose of
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this test series is to evaluate the system's ability to respond to
operational perturbations and return to a stable and safe operating
condition. TAC set speed variations will be investigated to determine
the number of orbits needed to return to balanced orbital conditions and
to verify analytical predictions. This data will also be used to
prepare control algorithms for peaking power and constant power control
tests to be performed during this phase. Phase B will also evaluate the
system's sensitivity to slight off-pointing of the concentrator with
respect to the receiver. This test phase will conclude with a series of
steady-state (continuous light input), low-power, off-design tests to
investigate system performance over a range of shaft speeds, turbine
inlet temperatures, compressor inlet temperatures, and gas flow rates.
Phase C is the Automatic Control Test Phase. Using information
gained during the first two test phases, Phase C will investigate
automatic control strategies for a range of different operational modes.
Algorithms will be developed and tested that will direct the system to
automatically compensate for orbital variations and potential component
degradation. In addition, automatic control methodologies will be
implemented for startup, shutdown, and hot restart sequences. This test
phase will culminate in a complete preprogrammed mission simulation
where the system will be expected to respond automatically to a series
of control perturbations.
The final test phase currently defined in the program is Phase D,
the Fault Management Test Phase. During this test phase, the electrical
protection system will be evaluated for its ability to keep the system
on-line and operational following various faults that could occur during
a typical mission scenario. The possible electrical faults that will be
evaluated include a momentary electrical overload, load type switch
(from constant power to constant impedance or constant current), and a
load-side short circuit. A summary describing the estimated number of
orbit cycles, startup/shutdowns, operational hours, and total days for
each of the test phases is provided in Table 2-5. These estimates
reflect the test program as it is envisioned today. As turnkey
approaches and following the lessons learned during the contractor
verification tests, this program will undoubtedly be refined.
In order to facilitate a timely completion of the integrated system
test program, the system will be operated 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
However, rest periods and/or vacuum breaks have be designated at logical
intervals in the test schedule to allow replacement of lamps in the
solar simulator, inspection of components, recalibration of instrumenta-
tion, and preparation for upcoming tests. The integrated system test
program is expected to begin in spring 1995 and be complete in about 6
weeks. A preliminary schedule is provided in Figure 2-8.
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Table 2-5. Operational Summary
I_ZEU_E ORB_ _ OPE_ TOT_
_ HOURS DA_
A - DEMONSTRATION
B - PERTURBATION
C - AUTO CONTROL
D - FAULT MGMT
80 2 120 20
106 1 279(I) 19
80 4 120 6
16 1 24 1
TOTAL 282 8 543 46
(1) INCLUDES UP TO"120 HRS OF STEADY STATE (NON ORBIT CYCLING) H_STING
TEST PHASE
A- DEMONSTRATION
B- PERTURBATION
C - AUTO CONTROL
D - FAULT MGMT
WK1
_////////////,
WK2
r_
WK3
"//////////A
WK4 WK5
E lY//////_
WK6
E
I TESTING r///////////////////////////A REVIEW/PREP
Figure 2-8. Test Schedule
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2.7 (_:_e_ Xssues
Thirteen action items were accepted at System CDR. Several of
these can be regarded as "issues" as opposed to "request for informa-
tion." The system integration issues which require resolution are:
a. Significant differences between the latest Cabling ICDs
and the DACS detail drawings have been identified. This
is believed to be a result of generating DACS drawings
from cabling information which was known to be prelimi-
nary. The DACS details were planned to be revised when
the cabling information was released. Rocketdyne and
Fluid Systems need to get together to insure that this
transpires.
bo The quantitative understanding of how the receiver beam
moves relative to the aperture is still not complete.
This requires completion of analytical transient thermal
analysis at NASA and ASE. When the analysis is completed
the motions and alignment allocations need to be compiled
to identify the total mismatch permissible. Biasing
schemes need to be developed to align the system cold so
that operating alignment is achieved. The magnitude of
the motion is controlled by concentrator motion, which
has a cold-to-hot transient of 0.50 inch. Other motions
are considerably less.
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DESIGN DOCUMENT LIST
1. "Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstration Weight Status', LV Document
3-.47300/3DIR-O05 dated 5 February 1993. Releases preliminary weights based on the
drawings provided by design.
2. "SDGTD - Radiator Panel Sizing Thermal Analysis', LV Document
3-47300/2DIR-542 dated 22 November 1992. Releases panel sizing and thermal
performance results of the radiator panels.
3. DRD No. PA-01 Safety Program Plan, LV Report No. 3-47300/3R-005 dated I0
February 1993.
4. DRD No. PA-01 System Safety Subsystem Hazard Analysis, LV Report No.
3-47300/3R-002 dated 10 February 1993.
5. "Stress Analysis of Solar Dynamic Ground Test Panel', LV Document
3..4730013DIR-006 dated 9 February 1993. Document panel strength for CDR.
6. Drawings released. See drawing tree Figure 3.1.
DESIGN REVIEW MINUTES
The Critical Design Review for the Waste Heat Radiator was conducted at Loral Vought
Systems, Dallas, Texas on 26 February 1993. The content, sequence, and presenters
were as indicated in Figure 3.2. Attendees included the SDGTD team members and
representatives from NASA-Lewis.
Radiator requirements were presented in the form several vugraphs and a detailed
Compliance Matrix which had been pre-coordinated with Rocketdyne. The discussion
included the design changes which have occurred since the Preliminary Design Review
(PDR) which was held in November at the Allied Signal GarTeR facility in Tempe, Arizona.
The addition of the second fluid loop into the design was one of the major changes in this
chart. It was stated that the an error had occurred at PDR in that this second fluid loop
had not been included in the design although it had been intended from inception. The
other changes were more of a cosmetic nature. A review of the Compliance Matrix for
the Design Requirements Specification for the SDGTD Radiator resulted in discussion of
the following topics: '/
1. the secondary fluid FC-75 was considered a more hazardous fluid than n-
Heptane,
2. whether the WHR can withstand the 100 startup cycles,
3. whether the new radiator ICD's had been released,
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4. the vibrational analysis of the WHR in the Tank 6 facility due to chamber
vibrational en_mnments not performed
A thermal performance summary was presented next which stated the thermal
performance design conditions as stated in Allied Signal's SD GTD cycle statepoint
analysis. The WHR design recommendation was presented which was followed by the
radiator detailed design, beginning with a summary of the materials and processes that
will be used in the manufacture of the radiator panels. The drawing tree was presented
which showed all drawings had been released with the exception of the Radiator Panel
Support Rod drawing. Discussion on the drawings involved the panel brackets motion
restraint mechanism particularly where the location of the bolt holes will be and if it could
be moved for added design margins and the impact of relocating the bolt holes. It was
noted that the spacing between the bottom of the hanging radiator panel and the
restraining bracket was about 0.6 of an inch, discussion involved whether this was
enough to allow for thermal growth of the panel. On the radiator system assembly chart,
a comment was made that the Allied Signal supplied interconnect tube would be a flexible
tube. Discussion on the support rod panel retention involved what type of straps might
be used, the end fittings of the support rod, placement of the support straps in relation
to the support structure of the overhead l-beam. The concem was that these did not
interfere with each other. It was noted that a support rod coupling was included in the
design to allow installation ease of the panels into Tank 6 facility.
A summary of the thermal analytical methodology was presented followed by pictorial
charts of the thermal model setup.
The radiator transient analysis was presented which summarized the cold start and hot
restart step functions used in the analysis. A chart showing the time response of these
step functions was shown. A comment was made as to the freezing temperature of the
n-Heptane fluid which is much colder than the cold start temperature used in the analysis.
The stress and weights analysis presentation was shown with a discussion as to the
requirements for safety of margins.
A summary of stability criteria was presented followed by the stability analysis for FC-75
fluid and n-Heptane fluid.
The presentation on the safety plan showed that the safety plan and hazard analysis
reports have been released. A review of the system safety hazard classification
presented followed by the final hazard analysis and safety data.
The manufacturing plan was presented showing that the engineering drawings had been
released, tool design was reworking the bond molds, permission was being asked to use
space station tooling, a sample weld had been made on an extrusion and manifold
assembly, and schedules were being worked for release of shop orders. A manufacturing
build and flow plan was presented showing the manufacturing flow process.
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A total of five RIDS were written, one of which was later withdrawn by the author. Of the
remaining four, two were assigned to Loral Vought, one to Rocketdyne and one to NASA.
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS SUMMARY
The Waste Heat Radiator (WHR) panel sizing and performance analysis were
finalized with the release of Fluid Systems's thermodynamic performance update of the
Closed Brayton Cycle (CBC) engine. The radiator panels are designed to meet the
thermal performance requirements of the Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstration
(SDGTD) program as reflected in Rocketdyne Specification N10118 "Design
Requirements Specification for the 2 kWe SD GTD Waste Heat Radiator'. The n-
Heptane working fluid enter the radiators from the gas cooler at a nominal inlet
temperature of 186 °F and returns the fluid to the gas cooler at a temperature of 4 °F.
The flow rate is 172.4 Ib/hr and the radiator effective sink temperature is -70 °F.
The WHR system has two radiator panels each measuring approximately 70 inches
by 144 inches with the panels connected in a series flow configuration. The panels will
be hung vertically from the ceiling beam of NASA-Lewis's Tank 6 facility with the inlet and
outlet ports of the WHR system located between the radiator panels. Figure 3.3 shows
the WHR installation in the Tank 6 facility.
The panels are constructed of aluminum extrusion flow tubes evenly spaced across
the width of the panel and aluminum honeycomb placed between the flow tubes. The
flow tubes are aligned so that the fluid flows along the length of the panel. This flow
tube/honeycomb structure is sandwiched between two 0.010 inch aluminum face sheets.
At the ends of the panel are manifold tubes which the extrusion flow tubes are welded
to. There are 22 tubes in each panel with only 11 tubes welded to the manifold tube.
The remaining flow tubes are inactive and are included to simulate the thermal mass of
a redundant flow loop as is the case in Space Station Freedom's radiators. A drawing
of the panel construction is shown in Figure 3.4. The radiator panels are coated with
Chemglaze A276 thermal control coating.
The radiator panels were designed at steady state nominal operating conditions.
A transient analysis was performed to determine the response of the panels from a cold
start and a hot restart condition. Results show that the WHR fluid outlet temperature will
reach nominal operating condition in about 20 minutes for both cases.
Structural analyses were conducted to determine the stresses that would i be
incurred due to ground handling loading, pressure loading of the manifold and extrusion
flow tubes, and hoist support loads in the attachment fittings of the panels. Analysis
shows high safety margins in each of these cases. No special support structure will be
required during handling of the panels.
The dry weight of the two WHR panels is 183.2 Ibs. The two major components
of the panels is the extrusion flow tubes and the aluminum facesheets which make up
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about 50% of the weight.
An alternate fluid for n-Heptane is FC-75. Fluid stability analyses were performed
on both fluids using the flow conditions and thermal environment of the n-Heptane
system. Analysis shows that there is no fluid instability with the n-Heptane fluid; however,
there is a potential of flow instability with FC-75 when used at the n-Heptane design
conditions.
A Safety Program Plan and a Subsystem Hazard Analysis document were
submitted on 10 February 1993. The hazard identified was a leakage of n-I-leptane. Risk
assessment of this hazard iden_es no unacceptable conditions that would preclude
continuing the ground test program.
TEST PLANS
Acceptance testing of the WHR panels will be done at Loral Vought's Thermal
Mechanical Test Laboratory. The tests to be performed on each panel wm be a proof
pressure test, a leak test, a fluid pressure drop test, a thermal imaging test using a
heated fluid flowing through the panels, and a thermocouple instrumentation checkout
test. The latter three tests will involved using the CFE Liquid utirdy Pallet with n-Heptane
fluid. Preliminary test plans were released prior to SDGTD PDR and are in process of
being finalized.
Preliminary test plans for component testing and systems integration tests at
NASA-Lewis Tank 6 facility were released prior to SDGTD PDR. The test plans are in
process of being updated.
OPENISSUSES
None.
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4. Concentrator
4.1 Concentrator Design Document List
Document Number Document Title Scheduled Actual
Signoff Signoff
2001423
7000493
7000494
7000495
7000496
7000498
7000499
7000500
7000502
7000503
7000504
Reflective Facet SOW
Reflective Facet Assy Spec
Facet Dev. & ATP
Rev A
Concentrator ATP
Rev A
Flux Distr. Test Plan
Rev A
Facet Alignment Plan
Hex P/L Verification
Rev A
Support Str. P/L Plan
Spares List (LS-01)
Manufacturing Plan
Flux Distr. STE C/O Plan 4/30/93
10/15/92
10/15/92
03/15/93
10/15/92
03/15/93
10/15/92
03/10/93
03/10/93
o9118192
o1125193
02118193
Io116192
i131193
4.2 Concentrator CDRMinutes
The SDGTDConcentrator Critical Design Review was held in Palm Bay,
Florida on 13-14 April 1993.
Dr. Bill Tankersley, Director of Business Development for Harris
GASD Space Systems Product Line made a few welcoming remarks before the
review began. The review began with anoverviewbyPaul Jensen. George
Borell followed with the requirements/performance matrix, deviations and
waivers, ICD Status, action item status and risk assessment/mitigation.
NASA stated that they would try to push ahead vibration testing of the
tank as much as possible to address vibration load risks.
Paul Schertz, of Solar Kinetics Inc., then presented the facet
development summary and status. NASA indicated that an 85% reflectance
value is extremely important.
Scott Streetman (Harris) presented the Design of the Concentrator.
NASA was concerned about using an insert in the aluminum corner fitting.
An insert had yielded the parent material in a corner fitting in NASA's
concentrator mock-up. Harris said all components had positive stress
margins. Other discussions were on fitting threads and how to prevent
a loose fit, cold welding/Brinelling of ball/socket joints. Action
items were written on these subjects. There was concern about cuffing
the web of the old SCADlatches and strikers. Upon discussion the group
agreed it was satisfactory. There was concern over the assembly
sequence of the concentrator - the last hexes are up high. No action
items resulted however. The concern over facet size and fitting
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location did result in a action item to minimize chance of interference.
Dave Bahnmanpresented the Design of the Support Structure. NASA
cannot meet previous agreements (January TIM in Cleveland) on BAP hole
tolerances, so an action item was written to resolve this. Harris
agreed to give Rocketdyne the mass of the concentrator and support
structure on a monthly basis.
Susan Smith presented the Structural Analysis of the concentrator
and support structure. The static and thermal load analysis presenta-
tions and conclusions were straight forward. The shock load analysis
raised concern because of the large negative margins in support
structure parts. The validity of the shock load requirement must be
readdressed later ( it is requirement for analysis only, not a design
requirement). Facet distortionanalysis was presented. The results
were included in the optical analysis, to be discussed later.
Jay Campbell started the second day of the design review with the
Thermal Analysis presentation. All assumptions, techniques, and
conclusions were acceptable.
Jay continued with the Optical Design. An analysis that includes
(a small amount of) receiver shadowing of the concentrator needs to be
performed. He also agreed to perform a transient analysis, instead of
just steady state hot and cold. The combination of error/uncertainties
in the analysis was discussed. The presented numbers for flux peaks and
tube-to-tube variations are probably intolerable by the receiver. A
Monte Carlo combining technique could beused, but requires considerable
time and effort. The idea was tabled for now, and a deferred action
item was written.
Jeff Dupper presented the test plans and special test equipment
preliminary design. There was discussion about the number of thermal
cycles the facets should be tested to, though no definite conclusion was
reached. Jay presented the decision-making process for selecting a
laser method over a light bulb method.
Kent Jefferies, NASA, presented a chart concurring with decision while
asserting that methods were both technically satisfactory. Jeff also
answered two outstanding ar s action items regarding flux measurement
accuracy. Several actions resulted regarding instrumentation locations,
cabling, etc.
Action items were reviewed, assigned and agreed to (this was done
at this time because some people had to leave to board planes). Action
items are listed in Appendix I.
Paul Jensen then presented the Manufacturing Overview. He also
presented the Hazard Analysis. The format for the Hazard Analysis was
not per the latest request, Harris agreed to change. And Harris also
agreed to add hazards for the shock load and for vibration loads.
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A side session was held on Product Assurance.
A CDR package was compiled that incorporated change pages and fixed
typographical errors, etc. Reproducible copies will be provided to
NASA, Fluid Systems and Rocketdyne.
4.3 Design Description
The Concentrator design is shown in Figure 4-1. This design has
matured in the months since PDR in several important ways:
i . The shape of the Concentrator was redesigned immediately after
PDR due to a change in solar simulator shape and distance. The
simulator changes resulted in a concentrator design more
sensitive to off-nominal performance issues.
. The concentrator hex panel corner fitting design was adapted to
enable operation a low temperatures. The basic corner fitting
design was taken from the SCAD concentrator, which was only
designed for room temperature operation. The corner fittings
now include a shouldered bolt which ties together the shear
plate, hex beam, and corner fitting. This design eliminates
structural requirements on the epoxy bond at the corner, thus
minimizing required test and analysis. This design is shown in
Figure 4-2.
. The support structure design was matured and has been adapted to
the interface with the BAP. The support structure has signifi-
cant adjustment capability at the expense of a robust load
carrying capability. This is appropriate for a ground-based
engineering experiment.
. Thermal analysis at PDR indicated that facets and corner
fittings would operate at the extremes of the acceptable range
during testing. Analysis also identified the sensitivity of
concentrator performance to support structure temperature
excursions. Four thermal design solutions have been implemented
to control these conditions:
a.
The cold wall section nearest the concentrator has been
turned off. This reduces the temperatures of the facets
and corner fittings.
b. A high emissivity coating (tape) has been added to the rear
surface of the facets to provide better radiation heat
transfer from the facet to the tank end cap, which is quite
warm.
C.
The shouldered bolts described above were added to provide
positive load-carrying ability at cold temperature.
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da white paint was added to the support structure to minimize
absorbed heat flux and to reduce temperature excursions.
• Structural analysis of the concentrator and support structure
was conducted to evaluate combined thermal and 1 g loads and
vertical and lateral handling loads. The concentrator and
support structure have positive margins for all combined thermal
and 1 g loads as well as handling loads. Factors of safet> of
1.5 to 2.5 were used in these margin calculations depending on
the nature of the specific item.
• Optical analysis has identified new off-nominal performance
values based on the PDR solar simulator and CDR concentrator
shape. The off-nominal cases show slightly higher peak fluxes
(approximately 30 sources), significantly higher tube-to-tube
variations (±40 percent) and marginally higher aperture plate
spillover.
4.4 Facet Fabrication Development Status
The following is the status of SDGTD Facet Development as of
Harris' CDR, 13 April 93:
The basic design of the aluminum honeycomb facet has been estab-
lished. It will be front and rear aluminum sheets with an aluminum
honeycomb between. The front sheet will have a layer of polymide
levelizer and a layer of vacuum deposited aluminum for the reflective
surface. The interface drawing has been released and contains overall
and insert dimensions and tolerances. The radii of curvature are firm
at 18 facets of 200 inches and 24 facets of 247 inches.
Development work has centered around achieving acceptable specular
reflectivity: greater than 85% at a 15 mrad aperture and a goal of
greater than 85% at a 7 mrad aperture• The parameters affecting
specularity include the levelizer "smoothness" and the print through of
the honeycomb core.
The adhesive selected (at 13 April) to bond core to facesheets was
EA9396 (without filler). This results in acceptable print through.
An SKI proprietary levelizer is being used. Specular Reflectivity
of 86% at 15 mrad but only 75% at 7 mrad has been achieved. The next
step is to investigate oxide
removal methods from the aluminum, try a 20 mil thick front facesheet,
and after cure temperatures and times.
Two tool tasks are complete: sheet forming and spin coater. The
others are either in design or assembly: punch and trim, material prep,
and assembly tooling.
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The PDR for the facets is planned for late June.
4.5 Test Plan
Test planning continued between PDR and CDR. The following test plans
were updated:
i . Support Structure Verification - a test conducted to verify the
support structure is capable of withstanding the expected loads
due to the combination of thermal and weight conditions. A
proof load of 2X will be applied to the support structure.
Support structure stiffness will also be verified. In addition,
interface and instrumentation features and operation will be
verified.
. Hex Proofload Test - a test to verify hex panel assembly and
bonding workmanship.
. Facet Development and Acceptance Testing - planned to be
conducted to verify the facet radius of curvature, slope error,
hemispherical reflectivity and specular reflectivity. In
addition, changes in radius of curvature and slope error will be
evaluated under exposure to vacuum and temperature conditions.
, Facet Alignment Technique Verification - planned to be conducted
to demonstrate the facets can be aligned to meet the require-
ments determined by system analysis using the identified
procedures, equipment, and software. The testing will also
verify that the process is repeatable.
, Flux Distribution Testing - planned to measure the concentrator
incident flux distribution on the walls of the receiver when the
concentrator is exposed to the solar simulator and the Tank 6
thermal/vacuum environment. As a result of suggestions at PDR,
the selected test approach uses direct flux measurement at
receiver canister locations rather than indirect aperture
measurements that require optical codes to calculate canister
flux.
4.6 Open Issues
The following are the major open issues for the SDGTDConcentrator as
of its CDR on 13 April 1993:
1. The outgassing of the facet levelizer and facet adhesive slightly
exceed Hi-Rel space requirements. Waivers must be submitted.
2. The desired facet reflectivity has not been demonstrated at a 7
mrad cone angle. Levelizer application and facesheet type need to be
addressed. [Update: Levelizer a.nd 20 mil front facesheet have been
selected.]
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3. The off-nominal (worst case) flux distribution may exceed the
desires of AlliedSignal ASE.
4. The fluxsensor for the Flux Distribution Test has not been
selected. Candidates include a pyroheliometer and solar cells.
[Update: Solar cells have been selected as the sensor]
5. The thermal control paint for the support structure has not been
finalized requirements have been established. [Update: White chemglaze
has been selected as the paint for the support structure.]
6. Thermal control treatment for facets has not been finalized.
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5. HEAT EXCHANGERS
5.1 DESIGN DOCUMENTS LIST
The following documents were prepared and transmitted to Fluid Systems to sup-
port the CDR:
(a) December 1992
(1) Acceleration schedule
(2) Quality assurance plan review (Memo 29317-57200-639)
(3) Recuperator refurbishment plan (Document 92-65708)
(4) SE-02, comments on interface control drawings
(Memo 39317-57200-005)
(b) January 1993
(1) Single tube test plan (Document 93-65811)
(2) Receiver layout
(3) Long-lead materials on order
(4) Special test equipment (STE) on order for single tube test
(Memo 39314-72399-006)
(5) Accelerated expenditure planning
(6) Customer-directed changes (cooler, foil bearings)
(c) February 1993
(1) Program management review charts (Loral Vought, Dallas, Texas)
(d) March 1993
(1) Product assurance plan comments (PA-01) (Memo 39314-72399-023)
(2) An industrial safety letter (PA-01) (Memo 39312-72399-023)
(3) An update to the recommended spares list (LS-01)
(Memo 39314-72399-021)
(4) Drawings (MA-05) for the canister, canister assembly, and single-tube
test assembly (Memo 39314-72399-018)
(5) A drawing tree (MA-05) (Memo 39314-72399-018)
(6) P and ID drawing comments
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(e)
(f)
°°
April 1993
(1) Receiver spares list, CDR update (LS-01)
(2) Test plan, cooler, CDR update (SE-03) (Document 93-66142)
(3) Test plan, receiver, CDR update (SE-03) (Document 93-66141)
(4) Hazard analysis (PA-01) (Document 93-66189, Rev. 1)
(5) Receiver detail drawing package (MA-05)
(6) Refurbishment and acceptance test report for recuperator (HW-01,
E-01). (Document 93-66138)
(7) Review documentation
• CDR agenda (Memo 39314-72399-024)
• CDR package (Document 93-66172)
• CDR charts (Document 93-66201, Rev. 1, May 12-14, 1993)
Receiver specification review
Foil bearing drawings and acceptance test data
Drawings 2207317, 2207311, 2207312
Memo 39308-48705-005
(8)
(9)
May 1993
(1) Critical design review (CDR) was held on May 12 through 14, 1993 in
Los Angeles. A document summarizing the CDR meeting minutes and
action items was issued (39314-72399-042).
5.2 DESIGN REVIEW MINUTES
The CDR meeting minutes and action items were submitted to Fluid Systems via
Memorandum 39314-72399-042. Major discussions held during the presentation at
CDR included the following.
5.2.1 Analysis
Incident flux distribution: The off-nominal flux distribution analysis (canister and
tube to tube) was not officially part of the CDR, but was included as a splinter session
following the CDR.
Receiver startup: A discussion regarding startup preference was held. It was
suggested that the startup procedures be changed to delay turning on the engine until
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the second orbit. Fluid Systems took the action item to run the system model for both
cases for NASA and ASE to review.
Pallet motions: The pallet motions were discussed. There was some confusion
regarding the coordinates.
5.2.2 Design
Materials concerns: Several questions were raised regarding materials, i.e.
monoball lubricant, silicon carbide cloth for inner liner, and outgassing of materials. Ac-
tion items were generated to address the concerns.
Interfacing: An action item was generated to define a dimensioning scheme for
aligning the ducting between the receiver and the PCS.
5.2.3 Fabrication
Emissivity: An emissivity discussion was held regarding the coating for the full-
size receiver. A matrix was created to compare the three possibilities. ASE took the ac-
tion to issue and execute an emissivity plan.*
Single tube test: A discussion was held regarding disposition of the single tube
after testing. NASA will direct ASE after the test.
5.3 RECEIVER DESIGN SUMMARY
The receiver design (shown in Figures 1 and 2) comprises a cylindrical receiver
cavity, the walls of which are lined with a series of tubes running the length of the cavity.
The receiver incorporates integral thermal storage, using a eutectic mixture of lithium
fluoride and calcium difluoride as the thermal storage solid-to-liquid phase change ma-
terial (PCM). This thermal storage is required in order to enable power production
when the solar simulator is off (equivalent to an eclipse period for a typical low-earth or-
bit). The eutectic has a melting point of 1413°E
The working fluid flows through a finned annular region in the tubes. The PCM is
contained in a series of hermetically sealed metal containment canisters. The canisters
are stacked and brazed to the working fluid tube.
The receiver cavity walls consist of a metallic shell with an inner ceramic cloth liner.
The shell is externally insulated.
The receiver configuration combines three functional components-the heat re-
ceiver, the heat source heat exchanger, and the thermal storage device-into a single
unit. The working fluid from the recuperator flows to a toroidal manifold at the aperture
end of the receiver. The manifold distributes the fluid to the individual tubes. The flow is
collected in the outlet manifold and sent to the turbine.
Pleasenote that anemissivityplanwas preparedand submittedby June2, 19g3. Theplan was ex-
ecutecl,whict_resultedina decision to incorporatealumina-titaniasurfacetreatmentas the emissivity
coatingfor thefull-sizereceiver.
PCM/WORKING FLUID TUBES (23)
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
DIAMETER = 2.1 FT
LENGTH = 3.2FT
INLET DUCT
GRAPHITE APERTURE SHIELD
MANIFOLD
"_j_r__ APERTURE
IG-17942
Figure 1. SDGTD Receiver
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Figure 2. Receiver Section View
During simulated sunlight periods, heat is transferred through the PCM to the
CBC working fluid. The PCM is also melted and heated by the solar flux. During
eclipse periods, the PCM transfers heat to the CBC working fluid and is frozen and
cooled.
As indicated in Figures I and 2, the receiver comprises 23 tubes, with 24 contain-
ment canisters per tube. The canister size, tube diameters, and material are identical to
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the Freedom configuration, which has undergone extensive design, fabrication, and
testing efforts at AlliedSignal. Significant test efforts have also been performed by
NASA Lewis Research Center.
The receiver weight breakdown is presented in Table 1.
TABLE 1
RECEIVER WEIGHT SUMMARY
Component Weight, Ib
Phase change material
Working fluid tubes
Containment canisters
Manifolds and ducts
Outer shell assembly
"Re rods, mounts, supports,
and brackets
Aperture assembly
53
44
109
62
109
25
38
Total receiver 440
Support frame 230
Total receiver and frame 670
The receiver gas circuit, outer shell assembly, and aperture assembly are each in-
dependently mounted to a support frame, using tie rods, as shown in Fig. 3. The ap-
proach minimizes weight-induced and thermally-induced stresses by off-loading weight
from the gas circuit and allowing thermal growth.
The following paragraphs contain descriptions of the various components of the
receiver.
5.3.1 Containment Canister
The containment canisters are individual compartments that contain the PCM.
The canister material is the cobalt-base superalloy Haynes 188. The canisters are
sealed by vacuum electron beam welding after filling with the PCM through a small fill-
hole. The canisters have a 1.78-in. OD and a 0.94- in. ID, and are 1.00 in. long. The
sidewall and outer wall thickness is 0.060 in. The inner wall thickness is 0.032 in. A fab-
ricated containment canister is shown in Figure 4.
The canisters are stacked and brazed to the working fluid tube as shown in Fig-
ure 5. The canisters are not brazed to each other, but are separated by amorphous sili-
ca spacers.
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"Figure 3. Receiver Assembly Overview
Figure 4. Containment canister Figure 5. Canisters Brazed to
Working Ruid Tube
The use of individual containment canisters for the PCM is a key attribute of the
receiver design. This configuration affords a readily fabdcable and highly reliable de-
sign. Failure of a canister would affect only that individual canister, and have minimal im-
pact on receiver operation. The compartmentalization also reduces the chance of fail-
ure by localizing the void formation upon freezing (due to the lower density of the liquid
as compared to the solid), minimizing the likelihood of high stress buildup.
The thick-walled canisters are very durable and afford adequate resistance to
long-term space exposure considerations such as sublimation and atomic oxygen at-
tack. In addition, the canister sidewalls provide adequate heat transfer paths, thus ob-
viating the need for PCM thermal conductivity enhancement.
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The canisters are designed to avoid thermal ratcheting. Heat is added at the out-
er surface and removed at the inner surface. This allows for void formation at the hot
face during freezing, such that liquid formed during melting can expand into the void.
5.3.2 Gas Circuit
The gas circuit consists of the 23 working fluid tubes and the manifolds. The en-
tire gas circuit is made of Haynes 188. The tubes are approximately 2.3 ft long and
have a 0.875-in. OD and a 0.035-in. wall thickness. Fluid flows through the tubes via a
finned annular region, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. The center of the tube is blocked
to increase the flow velocity. The fin, which is 0.006 in. thick, is brazed to the tube inner
wall and the outer wall of the centerbocly blockage. The fins form twenty flow pas-
sages. To prevent fluid channeling in the event of a poor braze between the fins and
the tube wall, the fins are installed in 3-in.-Iong sections. Adjacent sections are slightly
offset, allowing flow redistribution.
0.875-1N. DIA
700-IN. DIA
_"_ _/'J/ _ BLOCKED
/__ REGION
ANNULAR
FLOW PASSAGE
IG-t4915--1A
Figure 6. Tube Cross Section Figure 7. Finned Tube
The fins act to decrease the hydraulic radius of the flow passages. This results in
an increased heat transfer coefficient for the constant Nusseit number flow regime.
Along with the increase in heat transfer surface, a significant enhancement in heat trans-
fer rate is afforded by the configuration.
As shown in Figure 2, both the inlet and outlet ends of each tube are bent. The
bending accommodates differential tube-to-tube thermal expansion and reduces ther-
mal stresses. The differential thermal expansion is due to the circumferentially asym-
metric incident flux arising from the offset parabolic concentrator. There are no fins in
the bent tube ends.
The tubes are connected to toroidal manifolds. The manifold holes are ported to
aid in welding and reduce the difference in wall thickness between the tubes and the
manifolds (see Figure 8). Tube spacing is 2.6 in. center to center. The inlet manifold
has a major diameter of 23 in., a minor diameter of 2.0 in., and a wall thickness of
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0.05 in. The outlet manifold has a major diameter of 23 in., a minor diameter of 3 in.,
and a wall thickness of 0.20 in. The large difference in manifold wall thickness is driven
by stress considerations. It is desirable to reduce the outlet manifold stress at the ex-
pense of the inlet manifold stress, since the high temperature at the outlet end results in
creep damage. The inlet end temperatures are below the creep threshold for
Haynes 188.
• _/J" _ I "_
IG-17720A
Figure 8. Tube/Manifold Details
The gas circuit is supported through the manifolds to the external support frame
through a series of tie rods, as shown in Figure 9. There are five tie rods on the inlet
manifold and one on the outlet manifold. This arrangement is designed to relieve the
more critical outlet manifold as much as possible. The tie rods incorporate spherical
rod ends to allow for rotation while restricting motion in the tie rod axial direction.
TIE ROD
DUCT \ _;:__._1__:_,_'
DUCT INLET IG-17380-1
Figure 9. Receiver Gas Circuit
The mounting configuration provides restraint of motion to six degrees of free-
dom. This results in a statically determinant structure and allows for thermal growth with
essentially no additional thermal stresses imposed on the gas circuit by the mounts.
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5.3.3 Outer Shell Assembly
The outer shell assembly comprises an. inner liner, a metallic shell (including an
aperture cone), and external insulation. The assembly is shown in Figure 10 (without in-
sulation for clarity). The inner liner, which defines the cavity walls, consists of layers of
silicon carbide cloth stitched together, with silicon carbide fiber in between the layers.
The liner assembly sections are attached to the metallic shell with wire fasteners, as
shown in Figure 11.
.= _ / FORWARD
.%
REAR END_----------_ _ SEGMENTED
CAP _ PIECES
IG:-173_1-1
Figure 10. Receiver Outer Shell Assembly
NICHROME WIRE
FASTENERS
MULTILAYER
INNER UNER
(SILICON CARBIDE)
1G-17754
Figure 11. Inner Liner Attachment
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Since there is a reasonably large gap between tubes, some of the radiation enter-
ing the receiver through the aperture will impinge directly on the walls. The walls act to
reradiate the incoming flux to the back side of the tubes and aid in providing a relatively
uniform flux circumferentially around the tubes.
The outer shell consists of eight segmented cylindrical pieces attached to end
caps. The outer shell provides the support structure for the inner liner, a mandrel for
the outer insulation, and an attachment structure for the aperture cone. The configura-
tion is shown in Figure 12. The aperture cone is configured to represent the envelope
of the incoming light rays from the concentrator, while protecting the manifold from cav-
ity reradiation (see Figure 2). The outer shell, end caps, and aperture cone are made of
Haynes 188.
J APERTU.E
BOLTED IN PLACE _ __"/ /.V
SHELL SEGMENTS _,-"- Z/ I
(1 SHOWN) _._ _ ,e_"FORWAR._..._END CA D IG-17757,6,
Figure 12. Outer Shell Assembly
The outer shell assembly is attached to the support frame with six tie rods, four on
the forward (aperture) end and two on the rear end. The outer shell mounting, which is
totally independent of the gas circuit mounting, provides for a statically determinant
structure, with six degrees of freedom restrained, allowing for thermal growth with es-
sentially no additional thermal stress imposed on the assembly by the mounts.
The receiver insulation compdses high-temperature multilayer insulation (MLi)
wrapped around the outer shell. The MU consists of alternating layers of metallic foil
and amorphous silica cloth. Forty foil layers are used-30 layers of nickel and 10 layers
of aluminum. The total insulation thickness is 0.75 in.
5.3.4 Mounts/13e Rods
As previously discussed, tie rods with spherical rod ends are used to transfer re-
ceiver loads to the support frame. The gas circuit and outer shell are independently
supported. As shown in Figure 13, the tie rods with spherical rod ends are attached to
the structure through a clevis mount, mount base, and pin. The clevis mounts are ori-
ented on the mount base such that no bending moments are induced in the mounts.
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Figure 13. Mount Configuration
The mount structure and tie rods are Haynes 188 with the exception of the spherical rod
ends, which are Haynes 25.
5.3.5 Aperture Assembly
The receiver aperture accepts the simulated solar flux from the concentrator. The
aperture is 7 in. in alia. The centerline of the aperture is offset 1.5 in. from the centerline
of the receiver to better match the asymmetric flux from the offset parabolic concentra-
tor. The aperture position is defined by the aperture assembly, which must accept the
steady-state spillage from the concentrator as well as any transient flux during simu-
lated sun acquisition. The aperture assembly is shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14.
SEGMENTED
APERTURE
SHIELD
WARE
AME
PLATE
Receiver Aperture Assembly
IG-'i7752
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The aperture assembly comprises an aperture plate and an attached aperture
shield. The aperture plate is a circular disk of A-286 stainless steel, 30 in. in alia,
0.063 in. thick, with an 11-in.-dia hole in the center. The aperture shield, which protects
the aperture plate from flux spillage, is made of 0.5-in.-thick high-purity graphite (UCAR
grade AT J, manufactured by Union Carbide) divided into eight overlapping segments.
The aperture shield has a 30-in. OD and a 7-in. ID. Graphite was selected because of
its very favorable properties, including high temperature capability, high heat capacity,
excellent thermal conductivity, and excellent thermal shock resistance (due to a low co-
efficient of expansion and a low modulus of elasticity). The segmenting of the graphite
will further improve the thermal shock resistance.
The graphite segments are slotted and attached to the aperture plate using A-286
fasteners. The arrangement forms a loose connection to enable unrestricted thermal
growth.
The aperture plate is attached to the frame structure through slotted mount brack-
ets. The mounting hardware is designed to restrain six degrees of freedom, providing
a statically determinant structure, allowing for thermal growth with essentially no addi-
tional thermal stress imposed on the plate by the mounts. The mounting hardware has
adjustment features that can be used to locate the aperture with respect to the frame.
The aperture assembly mounting is independent of the gas circuit and outer shell
mounting.
5.3.6 Frame Support Structure
The frame structure, which supports the receiver, is shown in Figure 15 (see also
Figure 3). The gas circuit, outer shell assembly, and aperture assembly are indepen-
dently mounted to the frame. The frame is made of 3-in. square stainless steel tubing.
The mounts are welded to the frame.
Figure 15. Receiver Frame
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5.4 RECEIVER ANALYSIS SUMMARY
The major accomplishment presented at the PDR was the canister life analysis.
The maximum total creep strain for 1000 hours of orbital operation was demonstrated
to be comfortably under the allowable creep rupture ductility. The major objective for
the CDR is to show adequate life for the gas loop (tube and manifold assembly). Re-
sults are also presented for analyses performed to confirm the structural integrity of the
outer shell, aperture plate, mounting system, and power conversion subsystem (PCS)
interface.
5.4.1 Design Conditions
Gas loop and outer shell temperatures were predicted based on the incident flux
distribution presented at the ASE preliminary design review. This particular distribution
is referred to as the nominal flux distribution and is identified as Harris Corporation file
ELL68.C1, 9/18/92. The total power into the aperture was adjusted to 12.725 kw. One
exception was the analysis of the aperture, which utilized a higher-flux off-nominal
condition.
Receiver design code SOLREC-TSD, which is used to predict temperatures
throughout the receiver, was not rerun to account for the effect of a 1.5-in. offset aper-
ture, a change that occurred after the PDR. The effect on the gas loop temperatures as
a result of the offset aperture is believed to be negligible.
5.4.2 Structural Models
The following approach was taken to determine the stress at critical areas within
the gas loop. Global finite element models were constructed using the ANSYS comput-
er code. These models represented entire receiver components using a relatively
coarse grid. At critical junctions, detailed zoom-in models were constructed using AN-
SYS and CAEDS computer codes and a fine grid. Results from the global models were
used to set the boundary conditions for the zoom-in models.
5.4.2.1 Manifold/Tube Structural Model
The model, shown in Figure 16, comprises 1350 elements with 28 elements for
each tube. The tube elements include the significant stiffness effect of the attached
canisters and internal fins. The tube ends are bent to take up thermal expansion and
reduce thermal stresses. There are no internal fins in the tube bends.
5.4.2.2 Gas Circuit Support System
The selected mounting scheme is to use a statically determinant system with six
degrees of freedom restraint. The primary benefit of this approach is that essentially no
additional stresses are imposed on the structure due to thermal growth. The model,
shown on Figure 17, uses links with rod end bearings to connect manifold lugs to lugs
in the support structure.
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Figure 16. Gas Circuit Structural Model with Attached Ducts
IG-17567
Figure 17. Gas Circuit Structural Model with Support System
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Five links are used on the inlet manifold with a single link at the outlet manifold.
The stresses imposed in the manifolds through the lugs act primarily on the inlet man-
ifold. This arrangement minimizes potential creep problems because the inlet manifold
temperature is below the creep threshold for Haynes 188.
5.4.2.3 Receiver-to-PCS Interface
The attachment of the PCS ducting system to the receiver ducts can produce sig-
nificant thermal and weight stresses. The fastest and most accurate way to analyze the
interface loads and moments is to integrate the receiver model with the Fluid Systems
PCS model. This was accomplished, and the overall model is shown in Figure 18.
J i ' '", ,
Figure 18. Combined Gas Circuit and Ducting System Structural Model
5.4.2.4 Receiver Outer Structure
The outer structure comprises the outer shell, inner liner, aperture cone, and the
multilayer insulation. Initially, the outer structure was supported by the gas loop, but
the resultant stresses in the manifolds were determined to be excessive. It was decided
to use a separate mounting system independent of the gas loop and to use a similar six
degrees of freedom restrained system. The final outer shell and aperture cone structur-
al model is shown on Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Outer Shell and Aperture Cone Structural Model
5.4.2.5 Zoom-In Models
Four detailed zoom-in models were created to study critical junction areas where
discontinuities in shape and wall thickness occur, such as the tube-to-manifold and the
duct-to-manifold transitions. An example of a local model is shown in Figure 20.
5.4.3 Gas Loop Stresses for Orbital Conditions
Three types of stresses were considered: pressure, serf-weight, and thermal.
Maximum stresses were always observed at the junctions. For serf-weight and thermal
stresses, the junction loads were obtained from the global model and applied to the
zoom-in models. The zoom-in models were used to establish pressure stresses.
Weight stresses can be combined with pressure stresses by adding component stress
values and converting to von Mises stresses.
Thermal stresses result primarily from differential growth between tubes caused
by different average tube temperatures-a result of asymmetric incident flux. Tempera-
ture inputs to the global model were identical to those calculated for PDR (see
para. 5.4.1). Stresses were predicted at 80 min into the orbit, a time at which the
tube-to-adjacent-tube temperature difference reaches a maximum difference (37°F).
The gas loop stresses are summarized in Table 2.
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TUBE IG.17563
Local Model for Tube-to-outlet Manifold Junction
TABLE 2
GAS LOOP VON MISES STRESS SUMMARY
Junction
Outlet
M____;/old-to-Tube
Outlet
Manifold-to-Duct
Inlet
Manifold-to-Tube
Inlet
Mar_i;old-to-Duct
Loc__tion
Manifold
TL__e
Manifold
Manifold
Tube
manifold
D,j__.
Tul:)e
Number
18"*
18
Wei_t
Stress, psi
3163
7973
10G
326
9OO4
9697
2249
957
Pressure
Stress, psi
3093
2921
4388
5150
8641
9040
7439
6O58
Co_T,bined
Stress, psi*
5O24
8996
4402
5149
17420
18583
9189
6407
*Weight and pressure corr=)ined
**Maximum adiacent tube-to-tube average temperature difference between tubes 18 and 19
Thermal
Stress. psi
3424
_¢C,0
----A
7/11
518
15895
16226
1469
586
The tube-to-manifold and duct-to-manifold stresses are determined using the
zoom-in models. By comparing junction stresses obtained from the global model with
zoom-in model results, stress intensification factors (SIF's) were computed. These
SIF's were used to advantage to convert nominal thermal stresses from a global
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analysis into actual junction thermal stresses for the system startup analysis as dis-
cussed in para. 5.4.4.
5.4.3.1 Gas Loop Predicted Life
Stresses in the gas loop are always below yield, and therefore, no plastic strain
damage will exist. The minimum fatigue allowable strength for Haynes 188 is not
known. It was considered reasonable, therefore, to assume that the fatigue strength is
the same as the material minimum yield strength.
Tube creep strain at the outlet manifold-to-tube junction is the life-limiting strain.
The tube creep strain for pressure- plus weight-induced stress for 1000 hr of operating
time at 1400°F is 0.15 percent.
Tube creep strain for temperature-induced stress for 1000 hr is 0.4 percent. This
is a conservative result because stress relaxation is neglected, and maximum initial
stress is assumed to remain constant over the entire orbit.
Total tube creep strain is 0.55 percent, which is less than the conservatively as-
sumed allowable of 2.0 percent. Creep rupture elongation for Haynes 188, based on
data obtained by NASA-LeRC, is about 20 percent at 1450 ° to 15500F. To limit exces-
sive deformations in the gas loop, the maximum creep strain was limited to 2 percent.
Orbital fatigue life was examined using the inlet manifold-to-tube junction as the
life-limiting structure. Based on a Goodman diagram for Haynes 188 at 1100°F, the
computed margin of safety was 0.68, which yields essentially infinite life.
5.4.4 Gas Loop Stresses for Startup Conditions
Startup comprises static heating for one sun period, followed by an engine startup
cycle which is essentially complete in 30 sec, after which the engine is self-sustaining.
Manifold and tube end temperatures were determined as a function of time using
an outlet manifold thermal model presented at the PDR. Based on these predicted
temperatures, gas circuit stresses were determined at sunset of the first orbit, the time
at which the maximum tube-to-adjacent-tube temperature difference occurred. The
weight- and pressure-induced stresses are similar to those determined for the orbital
case.
The nominal thermal stresses at the tube-to-outlet manifold junction were ob-
tained from the global model stress analysis. These stresses were then modified using
the SIF's previously developed (para. 5.4.3). Thermal stresses at the tube-to-in-
let-manifold junction were obtained from the zoom-in model analysis. A thermal stress
summary is presented in Table 3. The weight- plus pressure-induced stresses are sum-
marized in Table 4.
TABLE 3
THERMAL STRESS SUMMARY
Nominal Actual
Junction Location Temperature, °F Stress, ksi SIF Stress, ksi
-46 5.7 1.73 9.86Tube-to-Outlet
Manifold
Tube-to-Inlet
Manifold
Manifold
Tube
Manifold
Tube
171
12.3 2.48 30.59
30.5
29.2
TABLE 4
WEIGHT- PLUS PRESSURE-INDUCED STRESSES
Junction Location Temperature, OF
-46Tube-to-Outlet
Manifold
Tube-to-Inlet
Manifold
Manifold
Tube
Manifold
Tube
171
Actual
Stress, ksi
5.0
9.0
17.4
18.6
5.4.4.1 Life Prediction for Startup Conditions
No specific data for the minimum fatigue strength for Haynes 188 are available. It
is reasonable to assume, therefore, that the fatigue strength is equivalent to the yield
strength. A Goodman diagram was constructed using the weight- plus pressure-in-
duced stress as the mean stress and the temperature-induced stress as the alternating
stress.
At the critical outlet and inlet manifold-to-tube junctions, the computed margin of
safety was + 0.63 for the outlet and + 0.22 for the inlet. Thus, the fatigue life is essen-
tially infinite. No creep is predicted. The gas circuit will comfortably meet the required
100 startups.
5.4.5 Tube/Fin Shear Lag
A separate finite element ANSYS model was created to analyze the stresses in the
transition region where the finned annular flow section abruptly changes to a full diame-
ter plain tube section. The predicted stresses in both tubes and fins were below the
yield strength of Haynes 188 at the operating temperature.
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5.4.6 Outer Shell Stresses
The outer structure is not connected to the gas circuit and only needs to support
itself. The global model was found to be sufficient to predict stresses with reasonable
accuracy. Thermally induced stresses were based on typical temperature distributions.
All of the predicted stresses were found to be of moderate magnitude and will present
no structural problems.
5.4.7 Mount Analysis
The gas loop is mounted using five mounts on the inlet manifold and one on the
outlet manifold. No reaction loads are present in the mounts due to differential thermal
growth (no thermal restraints). The axial thermal growth is essentially toward the outlet
side. The mounts are oriented such that no bending is induced in the mounts. The
mount loads are determined from the global model with a maximum load due to self
weight of 100 lb.
A detail model of the manifold, mount base, and clevis was constructed. Results
indicated low stresses in the inlet and outlet manifolds. The stresses are well below the
endurance limit, yield strength, and creep threshold at 1400°F.
Allowable loads were determined for the link and rod end bearing assembly and
were found to be much greater than the applied load of 100 lb. Creep strain in the hot
end (outlet manifold support) link pin was determined to be 0.1 percent, which is well
below the allowable limit of 2 percent.
The outer shell mounting scheme is similar to that used for the gas loop. The
maximum lug load due to serf-weight is less than 100 Ib, and the maximum temperature
is less than 1400*F. Therefore, the outer shell lugs are qualified by similarity to the gas
loop lugs.
Low stresses and high-temperature materials ensure that the mounts will comfort-
ably meet the required 1000-hr life.
5.4.7.1 Tie Rod Heat Losses
Six tie rods support the gas loop, and another six tie rods independently support
the outer structure. Each tie rod is approximately 8 in. long and 0.25 in. in diameter.
These tie rods break through the insulation and present a heat leak path which could be
significant.
A thermal model of the tie rod was generated, and the predicted heat leak was
16.3 w per rod, 196 w total. The majority of the loss, 75 percent, was by radiation, and
the remaining 25 percent was by conduction. The nominal receiver surface heat loss is
set at 560 w, so the loss through the tie rods is significant.
The heat leak can be substantially reduced by insulating the rods. The conductive
heat leak for 100 percent efficient insulation will be 28 w total. With practical insulation,
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the expected heat leak will be 60 w total, which is a reasonable portion of the overall re-
ceiver heat loss budget.
5.4.8 Receiver-to-PCS Interface
Allowance must be made for mismatches between the receiver inlet and outlet
tubes and the PCS interconnecting ducts. The analysis also has to consider the impact
of pallet motions, because these motions affect the spacing between the receiver and
the PCS.
An analysis was conducted using the integrated receiver/PCS global finite element
model. The mismatches were taken as the tolerances currently shown on the receiver
interface drawing. Local stresses were determined using the SIF's previously estab-
lished. The resultant stresses on the inlet and outlet manifolds at the critical locations
were found to be moderate at the maximum mismatch condition. A Goodman diagram
was constructed, and the margin of safety was found to be +0.42, indicating infinite
life.
5.4.9 Aperture Assembly
The aperture assembly comprises an aperture plate and an attached aperture
shield. The assembly is mounted to the frame structure. Graphite (UCAR ATJ) seg-
ments, 0.5 in. thick, form the shield. Graphite is used because of its high heat capacity,
excellent thermal conductivity, high-temperature capability, and excellent thermal shock
resistance. The plate, which supports the graphite segments, is made from
0.063-in.-thick A-286 stainless steel. A-286 was selected because it has a higher
strength than Haynes 188 at moderate temperatures. The graphite segments are
joined to the plate using A-286 bolts. Oversize slots in the graphite provide for differen-
tial thermal expansion.
To ensure the adequacy of this configuration, a finite element model was con-
structed and was used for both thermal and stress analysis. A special off-nominal flux
case was used to examine the effect of a maximum flux condition. This case is identi-
fied by Harris Corp. as case B dated 3-4-93. Two steady-state conditions were ana-
lyzed: (1) as-received flux (pointed flux) and (2) as-received flux with aperture center
moved +0.23-in. (off-pointed flux).
Special attention was given to the thermal stresses caused by (1) the temperature
distribution in the graphite and the aperture plate, (2) mounting restraints at the aper-
ture plate, and (3) restraint at the graphite/aperture interface.
Results of the analysis demonstrated that the aperture plate margin of safety is
0.93 for pointed flux and 0.50 for off-pointed flux based on the endurance limit. The ap-
erture shield stress is low compared to the material characteristic strength. The stress
was sufficiently low that the use of a statistical approach to determine the probability of
survival of the graphite components was not required.
The aperture assembly can comfortably meet the required 1000-hr life
requirement.
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5.5 RECEIVER MANUFACTURING DEVELOPMENT STATUS
5.5.1 Canister Development
The canistersthat contain the thermal energy storage ('rES) salt are formed from
Haynes 188 sheet stock. Each canister comprises two formed sections which are
trimmed and electron-beam (EB) welded prior to filling with the salt. The forming pro-
cess was selected over previous machining of bar stock because of a substantial cost
advantage.
The canister forming is accomplished by a multistage progressive die set that
converts the 0.063-in. sheet stock into a cup section. Selective trim of the formed cups
results in the left- and right-hand details which, when joined by EB weld, form the com-
pleted canisters.
5.5.1.1 Weld Process
Following canister forming, the two canister halves are girth welded together by
automated EB. The weld development included investigation into weld location, weld
joint preparation (straight vs angled), gun angle, weld speed, and EB power. The final
canister girth weld location and preparation are shown in Drawing 2305601.
Girth weld microstructure and wall alignment across the girth weld and canister
wall thinning were evaluated through cross-sectional examination and found to be
acceptable (Material Analysis MA 07574).
For the plug weld of the filling hole, ASE experimented with a "straight hat" plug
and a "tapered" plug. The tapered hole was not sensitive to weld shrinkage and pro-
duced welds free of cracks, and was therefore selected.
5.5.1.2 Salt Fill
To ensure precise salt volume within each canister, ASE has developed a fill/melt/
fill/melt process that ensures accuracy and repeatability. In this process, each canister
is weighed prior to filling. Powder salt is introduced through a 0.121-in.-dia hole on the
canister side wall. The canister is then melted in a vacuum furnace and reweighed. A fi-
nal powder refill and remelt is performed to obtain a final salt weight of 41.8 gm (MA
07444).
5.5.1.3 Brazing
The braze development program encompasses two problem statements, each of
which comprises a full development effort. The first effort addresses braze attachment
of the salt-filled canisters to the gas loop tube. The second effort addresses the need
for heat transfer enhancement of the gas loop tube by the addition of brazed, extended
heat transfer surfaces interior to the gas loop tube.
The 23 gas loop tubes consist of brazed assemblies each containing 24 TES
canisters, an outer gas containment tube, gas-side fins, and an inner gas containment
tube. The gas-side fins are prebrazed to the gas containment tubes using MBF 30B
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Metglas braze alloy (MA 07468). The salt canisters are then brazed to the tube assem-
bly using AMS 4787 Nioro braze alloy. Both braze processes are performed in a vacu-
um furnace.
5.5.1.4 Inspection
The canisters will be inspected at various stages of manufacture. The initial in-
spection will consist of a dimensional check of the canisters from the die set. This will
be done on a first article basis because all subsequent canisters will be a "product of
the tool." Subsequent to machining and welding, a visual inspection, dimensional
(height) verification, and weld x-ray verification will take place. After this testing, the
canisters will be laser marked with a permanent identification which will allow traceability
through future operations.
To verify the weld integrity of the canisters, ASE has developed a real-time x-ray
technique that detects flaws as small as 0.005 in. This nondestructive inspection of the
canister girth welds, along with static x-ray of the plug weld, will be used to inspect all
canisters. The x-ray inspection will supplement the final acceptance test for each canis-
ter which consists of thermal cycling and helium leak test.
Tube-to-fin and tube-to-canister braze joints will be inspected using a static x-ray
process.
As the acceptance test of the canister, each filled assembly will be subjected to a
structural integrity verification and a helium leakage test.
Canisters will be temperature cycled five times to the highest temperature antici-
pated during the life of the canister. This temperature, 1840°F, is encountered during
braze. As a safety margin, the canisters will be cycled from 1300=F (well below the salt
melt temperature) to 1850°F (just above the braze temperature). Following tempera-
ture cycling, the unit will be visually inspected for deformation and salt leakage.
The final check will be a helium gas penetration test wherein the canisters are sub-
jected to a differential pressure of 25 psi to induce helium into the canisters through any
defects.
A subsequent helium leak check using high vacuum to extract any induced helium
will be conducted to segregate sound from unsound units.
5.5.2 Single Tube Fabrication
A single tube containing 24 canisters has been fabricated for thermal cycling test-
ing. This tube is similar to the full-size receiver tube in all respects except for the bent
sections at the manifold attachment points, which were eliminated to accommodate the
test rig. All details for this tube were manufactured to preliminary engineering-
controlled prints and manufacturing operations and tooling (MOT) instructions. Devi-
ations from these documents required to proceed with the fabrication without affecting
schedule have been documented and will be incorporated in the final release
documents.
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5.5.3 Single Tube Test
In order to verify the structural integrity of the receiver critical areas, a thermal
cycle test will be performed on a single tube assembly. This test will involve approxi-
mately 1200 simulated thermal cycles over a 2000-hr period. The metal temperature of
the various critical canisters will be recorded during the entire test period to detect any
evidence of loss of structural integrity. The details of the test plan are described in ASE
Document 93-65811.
The single tube will be encased in a shell which contains various electric radiant
heaters, and wrapped with MU.
The tube and shell assembly will be placed inside a vacuum tank to simulate the
SDGTD operating condition. Before the actual durability test, the tube assembly will be
calibrated for steady-state heat losses at various canister wall temperature values.
Cycle testing will begin in early June. At the conclusion of the test, the single tube and
canisters will be inspected for any structural failure.
5.6 CANISTER COATING DEVELOPMENT STATUS
ASE, in conjunction with NASA Lewis, has experimented with various canister sur-
face treatments to obtain an emissivity of 0.8 or greater (MA 07504).
Grit-blasting of the Haynes 188 material using silicon carbide, along with high-
temperature oxidation (1600°F for 24 hr) produces such emissivity. Long-term expo-
sure (.-.5000 hr) to high-temperature vacuum conditions, especially when temperature
cycled, suggests that some spalling of the oxidized layer may occur. Additional
treatment of the oxide layer using physical vapor deposition (PVD) of a substance like
silica could minimize the spalling action.
Subsequent to the CDR, an action item memorandum (39314-72399-037) de-
scribing the surface emittance action plan was issued and sent to Ruid Systems and
NASA. This action plan describes in detail the following:
(a) Full receiver canister surface coating selection criteria
(b) Alumina-titania coating of the additional samples and their testing and
evaluations
(c) Resolutions of the CDR action items 20 and 21
From the emissivity results available to date, the alumina-titania coating appears
to be the most promising coating for the fuU-up receiver. To further evaluate this coat-
ing, the following test samples were prepared with 0.001-in. thick alumina-titania
coating:
(a) A tube brazed with three salt-filled canisters
(b) Three individual salt-filled canisters
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(c) Five test coupons, 1 in. in diameter
The brazed tube, a canister, and two coupons are currently going through thermal
cycling from 1500 ° to 300=F, under vacuum. The coating on the individual canister and
the canisters on the assembled tube will be evaluated for spalling specifically at the
rounded edges.
Also a coupon and a canister will be sectioned to evaluate the effect of depositing
alumina-titania coating on a flat coupon vs rounded canister.
It was determined based on discussions with the vendor that the coating can be
applied at either the individual canister level or the assembled tube level. The cost and
duration for providing this coating at either manufacturing step are identical. The
0.020-in.-thick insulation between the canisters, on the assembled tube, disintegrates
due to abrasive effect from grit blasting and the alumina-titania powder impingement. A
protective ring or other means of protecting this insulation should be provided during
the coating process to eliminate this problem for coating at the tube level.
A canister prepared with grit-blast, oxidation, and silica coating is also undergoing
the thermal cycling test along with the alumina-titania samples. This is the back-up
coating to the alumina-titania coating.
5.7 TEST PLANS
Test plan updates were submitted to Ruid Systems as part of the CDR data sub-
mittal. The submittals consisted of the following:
(a) Cooler test plan (Document 93-66142): The purpose of the cooler testing is
to verify the design integrity of the government-furnished units as received
by ASE. The acceptance testing will consist of a visual inspection, a proof
pressure test, and a leak test. The testing is scheduled for June 1993. Fol-
lowing testing, the testing data sheets will be submitted to Ruid Systems for
review. Upon approval, the units will be shipped to Ruid Systems.
(b) Receiver test plan (Document 93-66141): The purpose of the receiver testing
is to verify the design integrity of the unit. The test objectives of the receiver
testing include: 1) demonstrate structural integrity of the solar receiver by
proof testing, 2) demonstrate gas containment integrity by helium leak
checking, and 3) document the flow characteristics by subjecting the unit to
a dynamic flow test and plotting unit pressure drop with respect to gas flow
rate. The testing is scheduled for January 1994.
Test procedures for the single tube test were submitted to Ruid Systems and
NASA for their approval. Also an engineering discussion responding to NASA's com-
ments on the single tube test plan was issued to Fluid Systems and NASA. The single
tube test setup is currently undergoing the checkout and shakedown process. Cycle
testing will begin in early June.
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5.8 RECUPERATOR
5.8.1 Analysis
The performance of the recuperator, predicted by computer using experimental
data, has been assessed. The predicted performance at the given state points is 0.01
to 0.35 percent lower than the required cold-side effectiveness. However, the predicted
port-to-port pressure loss is 18.6 to 61.3 percent less than the allowed values. Surface
temperature profiles are available. It is recommended that the Colbum modulus degra-
dation approach should be used in the system performance program. A memorandum
report summarizing the computer-predicted performance study is available
(39305-57652-01).
ASE reviewed the recuperator start transient curve prepared by Ruid Systems.
The SDGTD start transient conditions are more benign than the design conditions of the
original MBR. ASE issued a memo (attachment to 39314-72399-038) concurring with
Fluid Systems that the "MBR SN D-1 recuperator should be able to withstand the 100
start cycles required for the SDG'I'D.
5.8.2 Refurbishment
ASE has received from Ruid Systems two recuperators, PN 190930-1 (SN R001
and D002). Unit SN D001 has successfully completed a helium leak check and,
therefore, is considered a good candidate for refurbishment. The second recuperator,
R001, was returned to Ruid Systems.
Recuperator SN D-1 was proof pressure tested at 259 psig on the high-pressure
side and 176 psig on the low-pressure side. No visible deformation was found. After
the proof pressure test, the unit internal and external leakage was measured at 1.67 x
10-3 and 4.41 x 10"s std cc/sec of helium at a 15-psig pressure differential. Pressure
decay using air at an initial pressure of 30 psi was also conducted on this unit. The
pressure dropped to 25.61 psi after 64 hr.
The refurbished recuperator was then cleaned to the AlliedSignal cleanliness
specification (C-38). A recuperator refurbisl_ment and assessment test report was sub-
mitred (Document 93-66138). Upon approval from the customer, the refurbished and
cleaned recuperator will be shipped to Ruid Systems.
5.9 COOLER
ASE performed cost/risk tradeoff studies to investigate using two existing coolers
fabricated for the prototype flight cryocooler (PFC) program in lieu of a custom de-
signed and fabricated cooler. The decision was made to use the existing coolers.
Four existing PFC units identified by ASE PN 2340374 were stored at Kirtland Air
Force Base in Albuquerque, New Mexico. These four units were obtained by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Lewis Research Center (LeRC),
through stock transfer from Phillips Laboratory/Kirtland Air Force Base and provided to
ASE as government-furnished equipment.
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°.
In accordance with Supplemental Provisions for Analysis, Design, Fabrication,
and Test of the Solar Ground Test Demonstration (SDGTD) Gas Cooler (Document
41-11818(1)), the effort for WBS CDBF will be limited to the following tasks:
(a) CDBFA 0100-Analysis: Provide performance algorithms on the PFC after-
coolers for incorporation into the Fluid Systems SDGTD system model.
(b) CDBFA 0500-Project Liaison: As required, in support of the generation of
performance algorithms for submittal to Fluid Systems.
(c) CDBFB 0300-Acceptance Test: This includes the following three tasks:
(1) Visual inspection of GFE aftercoolers
(2) Pressure test to ensure structural integrity in accordance with original
ATP
(3) Leak check to ensure pressure boundary integrity in accordance with
original ATP
(d) CDBFB 0400-Project Liaison: As required, in support of acceptance
testing
The coolers are currently located in the ASE space laboratory being prepared for
test. The weight of each cooler is 19 lb. Cooler testing will begin in June.
5.10 OPEN ISSUES
(a) Emissivity treatment of canisters: Analysis showed that with typical Haynes
188 surface emissivity, the canister surface temperature during operation
could climb to a a level that would adversely reduce creep life. To minimize
this potential life reduction, a goal was set to obtain an emissivity value of
0.8, minimum. This new technology effort required considerable engineer-
ing evaluation, culminating in the incorporation of a alumina-titania surface
treatment. (This action item has been closed subsequent to CDR.)
(b) Shipping/handling requirements: ASE must design and fabricate a support
structure and a shipping container for the receiver.
(c) Plug for aperture: A tool for aperture alignment must be designed and
fabricated.
(d) Frame coating: ASE is investigating the possibility of coating the frame to in-
crease reflectivity.
(e) Instrumentation: ASE is designing the thermocouple instrumentation routing
to be compatible with the MLI installation.
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(f)
(g)
Off-nominal flux distribution: In accordance with a Fluid Systems request,
ASE provided a cost and manpower requirement for improved tube-to-tube
stress analysis activities.
Interface analyses: In accordance with ASE's statement of work (Document
41-11484), para 3.2.2, =System Interface Definition, = ASE will work with Ruid
Systems and the system integrator to develop receiver interfaces. Design
layouts will be generated to allow definition of physical and electrical inter-
faces. Layouts will be incorporated into the interface control drawing. This
statement has been now been expanded by the customer to include the fol-
lowing tasks:
(1) ASE has the design responsibility to provide a receiver support struc-
ture which locates the aperture at the specified location within the spe-
cified tolerance to the pallet datum.
(2) ASE is'required to provide analysis of the applied loads at the pallet in-
terfaces, relative motion between the installed aperture position and
the operating position, the allowable forces and moments, and the in-
stalled-to-operating displacements at the duct interfaces.
(3) ASE must account, for the contribution of the receiver support struc-
ture, the PCS support structure, and the pallet pad motions on the rel-
ative displacements of the aperture and duct flanges.
To obtain all of this detailed information, it was necessary to develop a
combined PCS/receiver/pallet finite element model which provides an
integrated result of interface stresses and displacements. Several itera-
tions were required to obtain a solution that produced, an acceptable
stress on the receiver ducts and was within the capabilities of an exist-
ing set of PCS bellows. To ensure that the model is fully representative,
ASE is working directly with NASA to obtain the correct pallet displace-
ments and the mounting frame temperature distributions. The custom-
er has requested that this model be documented and controlled so
that it may properly serve as an interface definition.
(h) Single tube test disposition: NASA will direct ASE after completion of the
test.
(i)
(J)
Monoball lubricants: ASE is investigating monoball lubricants for use in the
tie rods.
Insulation installation: ASE must provide more detailed information to ADD
to define insulation requirements.
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• Power Conditioning and Control Unit (PCCU)
6.1 Design Document List
The following is a bibliography of all documents used to support the
PCCU CDR:
41-11764-5
41-12044
Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstration, Preliminary
Design Review, "Electrons"
Software Development Plan for the Power Conditioning
and Control Unit Software of the Solar Dynamic Ground
Test Demonstrator
41-12083
41-12084
Software Requirements Specification for the Power
Conditioning and Control Unit Software of the Solar
Dynamic Ground Test Demonstrator
Software Design Document for the Power Conditioning
and Control Unit Software of the Solar Dynamic Ground
Test Demonstrator
41-12094 Software Test Plan for the Power Conditioning and
Control Unit Software of the Solar Dynamic Ground Test
Demonstrator
41-12097 Test Plan for the Power Conditioning and Control Unit
of the Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstrator
41-12105 Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstrator (SDGTD) Power
Conditioning and Control Unit (PCCU) Critical Design
Review (CDR) Package Report
41-12158 Power Conditioning and Control Unit (PCCU), Critical
Design Review (CDR View Graphs)
Fluid Systems Drawings
3793461 Drawing Tree, GTD PCCU
6.2 Design Review Miuutes
The PCCU CDR was held on Wednesday, May 26, 1993.
On Tuesday, May 25, 1993, the operation of the PCCU breadboard, the
SIPS, and the air-turbine-driven TAC, connected in various system
configurations, was demonstrated to NASA in the Fluids Systems Space
Laboratory.
The following major design elements were presented at the PCCU CDR:
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Requirements
A compliance matrix of PCCUrequirements, as documented in Rocketdyne
Specification NI0120, was presented. Exceptions taken to the
requirements were as follows:
• The PCCU length will be 25 inches instead of 24 inches.
Communication from the PCCU to the SIPS is via the DACS and is
not a direct connection to the SIPS as implied by the require-
ments.
No special test connector will be provided on the PCCU. Suffi-
cient test points already exist at connectors J109 and Jll0.
NASA requested that the full set of output power quality requirements
be incorporated in£o Rocketdyne Specification NI0120 and that external
references to the Space Station Power Quality requirements be deleted.
An action item was assigned to resolve this (PCCU Action Item 8).
Schematic Review
Design highlights of the PCCU card file, including the address and
data bus configuration, and schematic diagrams of the following
printed wiring board and chassis assemblies were presented in detail:
• Central Processing Unit
• Start Inverter Module
• Speed/PLR Control Module
• Voltage Regulator Module
• PCCU Heat Sink Chassis
Field Control Module
PLR Driver Assembly
NASA requested that full documentation of all Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGAs), EPROMs, and Programmable Array Logic (PAL) be provided
when the equipment is turned over to them. Fluid Systems agreed to
provide the requested data (PCCU Action Item 5).
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PCCU Software
The PCCU software requirements and design were presented, including
the following topics:
A description of the SDGTD PCCU Software Documentation to be
generated during development of the PCCU:
Software Development Plan
Software Requirements Specification
Software Design Document
Software Test Plan
A block diagram of the system states and modes, including the
conditions required to cause transition between the various
states.
• The CSCI architecture.
• The system state and CSC table.
• Interrupt frame timing.
• PCCU/DACS serial communication protocol, timing, and queue
structure.
• The memory map.
NASA expressed concern that once a long message was begun from the
PCCU to the DACS, the PCCU could not terminate the message in favor
of transmitting a higher priority message (e.g., emergency shutdown
due to overspeed). So much time may required to finish the long
message as to prevent expedient action bythe DACS. An action item was
assigned to investigate this (PCCU Action Item 3).
The need for constant speed motoring of the TAC was discussed.
Analysis shows that in the cold-start condition it will be necessary
to motor the TAC at constant speed for some time before the TAC will
become self-sustaining. Based on this requirement, it was agreed to
incorporate a constant-speed motoring CSCI in the PCCUsoftware (PCCU
Action Item 7).
Mechanical Design
The PCCUmechanical design was presented. The following major topics
were discussed in detail:
• PCCU Top Assembly
• Card File Construction
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• Printed Wiring Board Construction and Component Heat Sinking
PCCUHeat Sink Chassis, includingthe PLR Driver Printed Wiring
Assembly, _ Current Measuring Shunts, the Single Point Ground,
Field Control Circuit Board, and Output Filter
There was some discussion concerning the size of the PCCU for the
Ground Test Demonstrator versus the size of an actual flightunit. The
point was made that for the GTD system maximum use of the allowable
envelope was made to allow modularization of the major sub-assemblies
and to allow spare area in the heat sink assembly and card file for
growth. In an actual flight system, packaging would be considerably
more efficient, resulting in a smaller package.
Breadboard Test Results
The following test data obtained prior to the NASA visit was
presented:
TAC Field Current required as a function of speed, output
voltage, and output power
• Ripple Voltage Spectral Content; Requirement and Actual Data
Induction Start Data, including Torque developed as a function
of SIPS frequency, voltage, and current, with field windings
open and terminated with a 16-ohm resistor.
A summary of the tests performed for the NASA representatives the day
before the PCCU CDR was presented. These tests included:
Induction and Synchronous Motoring
PCCU Speed Control and Voltage Regulator operation using the
SIPS to simulate the TAC
PCCU closed loop speed control and voltage regulator operation
using an air-turbine-driven TAC as the power source
Measurement of TAC three-hase power quality when operating into
a three-phase resistive load.
No significant discussion resulted from this portion of the presenta-
tion.
Test Plan
The PCCUTest Plan, as detailed in Fluid Systems Report 41-12097, was
presented. No significant discussion resulted.
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Spares
A list of recommended spares to support the PCCU was presented. One
spare for each Printed Wiring Assembly in the PCCU will be provided.
The list was accepted.
6.3 Design Sumuary
6.3.1 Electrical Design
PCCU Card file - The PCCU card file contains four printed wiring
modules, one empty card slot with test points, and one empty card
slot for expansion. Printed wiring assemblies contained in the card
file are as follows:
Central Processing Unit
Start Inverter Module
Speed/PLR Control Module
Voltage Regulator Module
An extender card will be provided for accessing test points in the
card file and for troubleshooting the above circuit cards.
Signals between the PCCU card file and PCCU heat sink travel via
connector Jl on the card file and P1 on the heat sink.
The power supply input to the card file from the heat sink (±15 Vdc
and +5 Vdc) is via J6 on the card file and P6 on the heat sink.
A 16-bit data bus, a 4-bit addressbus, and 3 circuit card "select"
lines provide communication from the CPU module to the other 3
modules. The wire list for the card file is contained in Drawing
3793444.
Central Process_nq unit (cPu) - The following features highlight
the design of the CPU module:
80C196KB-12 Intel microcomputer
44,928 bytes of EPROM
8KRAM
230 bytes of on-chip RAM
12 MHz clock
19.2K baud serial port
16-bit bidirectional data bus
16-bit receive-only port
8-bit address port
4 analog input channels (not used)
Three external card select signals are generated in PALs on the CPU
module and are used in conjunction with the address bus to provide
read and write signals to the other three modules. The schematic
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diagram of the CPU module can be found on Drawing 3793426.
Start Inverter Module - The following features highlight the design
of the Start Inverter module:
The frequency reference (400 Hz) for the induction start mode
is located on this module and is switched on and off under
control of the CPUmodule.
Circuitry required to disconnect the TAC field windings from
their power sources during the induction start mode is located
in this module.
Signal conditioning circuitry capable of amplifying and
filtering the signals from three independent TAC monopoles
exists in the module. Any one of the three signals can be used
to detect'TAC rotor position once the TAC is rotating at
sufficient speed to generate the required signals.
A multiplexer in this module under control of the CPU module
selects the monopole signal to be used for a start attempt. If
a monopole fails, the DACS can command the CPU to select a
different monopole for the next start attempt.
Automatic gain control circuitry and peak detection circuits
keep the amplitude of the major peaks from the monopole signal
constant as the TAC accelerates. Comparitor circuits detect
zero crossings of the monopole signal and can detect the
reduced pulse height of the minor peaks as the notched
compressor blades in the TAC pass under the monopole. Digital
processing circuitry in the FPGA generates an index pulse
required by the SIPS to keep the driving three-phase power
input synchronized with the TAC rotor position.
A frequency multiplier (phase locked loop) is included to
multiply the frequency signal from the selected monopole
pickup (26 pulses per revolution) by16 to produces pulses at
the rate of 416 pulses per revolution, resulting in a TAC
rotor position detection resolution of better than one pulse
per degree of revolution.
The analog output from the phase locked loop is converted to
a digital word (12 bits) via the A to D converter on the
voltage regulator module and is read by the CPU to determine
speed during the start cycle.
In operation, the CPUcommands the DACS to enable the SIPS and
commands the start inverter module to output the 400 Hz
induction start frequency to the SIPS. When the start
inverter module has successfully detected the notches in the
TAC compressor wheel, it signals the CPU, and the CPU commands
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the start inverter module to switch the frequency reference
signal from the fixed 400 Hz input to the frequency required
to maintain synchronism with the TAC rotor. This frequency
signal maintains the correct frequency and phase relationship
of the phase A power signal from the SIPS. The SIPS automati-
cally takes care of phases B and C. When the start inverter
phase locked loop analog signal indicates the TAC is above
starter cut-off speed, the CPU commands the start inverter to
terminate the start.
The schematic diagram of the start inverter module can be found on
Drawing 3793434.
Speed/PLR Control Module - The following features highlight the
design of the Speed/PLR Control module:
The Speed/PLRControl module uses alternator phase A, B, or C,
optically coupled to the module for noise immunity, to detect
TAC rotor speed.
The Speed/PLR Control module determines the average period of
the phase selected. The CPU commands the number of cycles to
be timed (30 cycles at 52,000 RPM) and adjusts this command as
a function of speed to maintain speed resolution at approxi-
mately 2 RPM. A 1.5 MHz counter frequency is used by the
Speed/PLR Control module to determine the period.
The Speed/PLRControl module provides control logic to turn 21
PLR heater elements on or off as commanded by the CPU. One of
seven of these elements is capable of being operated in an
analog fashion for fine PLR control. The percent on of this
element is also commanded by the CPU.
The schematic diagram of the Speed/PLR Control module can be found
on Drawing 3793433.
Voltaqe Requlator Module - The following features highlight the
design of the Voltage Regulator module:
The Voltage Regulator module provides three low-level (0 to 50
mY) and three high-level (up to 120 Vdc) signal conditioners.
An eight-to-one analog multiplexer selects one of the signals
for conversion to digital via a 12-bit A to D converter.
The CPU commands which analog channel is to be converted and
reads the results of the conversion.
The Voltage Regulator module provides drive circuitry required
to pulse width modulate (PWM) one set of fields of the TAC
powered by the 120 Vdc output voltage of the PCCU. The percent
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PWM is commanded by the CPU.
The schematic diagram of the Voltage Regulator module can be found
on Drawing 5793438.
PCCU Heat Sink Chassis - The following features highlight the
design of the PCCUHeat Sink Chassis:
Three instrumentation current transformers provide TAC three-
phase output current information to the DACS.
Three power current transformers, connected in a Y configura-
tion, provide direct current proportional to TAC output
current to one pair of TAC field coils.
A three-phase, full-wave bridge rectifier converts the three-
phase AC output of the TAC to 120 Vdc.
A power filter consisting of a i00 uH inductor and a 50 uF
capacitor filters the output ripple.
Six 50 mV shunts provide current instrumentation for the
following currents:
Total DC Output Current
PLR Current
User Load Current
Auxiliary Load Current
Field A Current
Field B Current
Q A 120 Vdc to ±15 and +5 Vdc converter power supply provides
power to logic and conditioning circuits in the card file.
Power field effect transistors drive the 21 PLR heater
elements in the PLR and pulse width modulate the 120 Vdc
output voltage to the second pair of TAC field coils.
The schematic diagram of the PCCUHeat Sink Chassis can be found on
Drawing 3793408.
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6.3.2 Software Requirements
The software requirements for the following operating modes were
presented:
Power Up Mode
Monitor Mode
Idle Mode
Start Mode
Run Mode
Shutdown Mode
Health Monitoring
Power UpMode - Upon Power Up, the software will calculate ROM and
RAM checksums twice. If a failure occurs, the software is to go
into an idle state (not the Idle Mode described below), where it
will essentially do nothing. This mode will be detected by the DACS
and the cause of the problem investigated.
Assuming the PCCU passes its checksums, the next steps are to
initialize variables, disable the user load, and proceed to monitor
mode.
Monitor Mod_ - Monitor mode is used by the software to determine
what the TAC is going to do next. Since Power Up may occur due to
recovery from a momentary power interrupt, it is possible that the
TAC may be spinning upon Power Up. Monitor mode enables the
software to observe the speed of the TAC and determine if the next
operating mode should be Idle Mode, Run Mode, or if it should
remain in monitor mode until the TAC decides if it is going to
accelerate or decelerate.
If the PCCU determines TAC speed is zero, it will proceed to Idle
Mode. If the PCCUdetermines TAC speed is greater than some minimum
speed (called Run Cutoff), it will proceed to Run Mode and take
control of the TAC speed and voltage. If the TAC is between zero
and Run Cutoff, the PCCU will remain in this mode observing TAC
speed until its speed exceeds Run Cutoff or drops to zero, or until
the PCCU is commanded by the DACS to transition to another mode
(Shutdown or Start).
Idl@ Mode - (This mode should not be confused with the Idle State
described above for the case where the PCCU fails its checksum upon
Power Up.)
In Idle Mode, the PCCU responds to DACS commands via the serial
link. When so commanded, the PCCU proceeds to the Start Mode.
Start Mode: Induction Mode - Upon entering Start Mode, the PCCU
checks TAC speed. If TAC speed is greater than Run Cutoff, it
proceeds to Run Mode.
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If a Position Valid signal from the Start Inverter Module is true,
the PCCUtransitions to Synchronous Start Mode. The Position Valid
signal is generated by the Start Inverter Module when the TAC is
spinning fast enough so that the signals from the monopole pickups
on the TAC are providing a coherent signal to the Start Inverter
Module, including the amplitude variations required to indicate to
the Start Inverter Module when two compressor blades with notches
are passing under the monopoles. These notched blades and /.heir
associated reduced amplitude monopole signals provide TAC rotor
position information required by the Start Inverter Module to
operate in the Synchronous Start Mode.
If neither of the above conditions is true (the typical case), the
PCCU commands the DACS to enable the SIPS and provides a 400 Hz
command to the SIPS to initiate the Induction Start. A software
timer is started.
When the Position Valid signal becomes true, the PCCUproceeds to
the Synchronous Start Mode. If more than TBD seconds elapse before
a Position Valid signal is received, the PCCUterminates the start,
goes to Monitor Mode, and signals the DACS of a Start failure.
Start Mode: Synchronous Mode - The PCCUremains in the Synchronous
Start Mode until TAC speed is greater than Run Cutoff, or until
commanded by the DACS to terminate the start.
While in the Synchronous Start Mode, the PCCUcommands the SIPS via
the DACS to adjust its output voltage as a function of speed in
accordance with a lookup table in the PCCU.
The PCCUprovides a synchronizing signal to the SIPS to cause the
Phase A output of the SIPS to be n synchronized with a TAC rotor
position pulse generated by the Start Inverter Module. This pulse
is produced twice per revolution of the TAC shaft. SIPS Phases B
and C follow automatically.
Run Mode - While in the Run Mode, the PCCUprovides Speed Control,
PLR Control, and Voltage Regulator Control as follows:
R_n Mode: Speed Con_ro_ - The Speed Control executes in a 50
millisecond frame time. Period data from the TAC three-phase output
frequency is provided to the CPU Module by the Speed/PLR Control
Module.
The CPU Module reads the period data, converts it to speed, and
determines the speed error.
Speed is controlled by varying the total electrical load on the
system. The Speed Control issues the total electrical load command
to the PLR Control (discussed below). The total electrical load
command consists of two parts: the proportional command and the
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integral command.
The proportional command, in watts, is the product of speed error
in RPM and the proportional gain in watts per RPM.
The integral command, in watts, is the product of speed error in
RPM, the integral gain in watts per RPM per second, and the
sampling interval in seconds, plus the previously calculated
integral command.
The total load command is the sum of the proportional command and
the integral command.
R_tD Mode: PLR Control - The PLR Control maintains the total
electrical load on the system at the value commanded by the Speed
Control by varying the Parasitic Load. It operates in a one
millisecond frame time. Output voltage and current are converted to
12-bit digital values by the Voltage Regulator Module and read by
the CPU Module.
New load commands are sent to the PLR Control every 50 millisec-
onds. In the time between new load commands, the PLR Control
monitors the total load on the system, consisting of user load,
auxiliary load, and PLR load, and adjusts the PLR load each
millisecond to keep total load equal to the last load command.
Load commands to the PLR, generated in the PLR Control, are
formatted to minimize transients to the total load on the system
when transmitted to the PLR. If the load correction is small, the
correction is made in a set of seven fine-control resistors in the
PLR. If the change is greater than that which can be handled by the
fine resistors, higher power resistors are switched, selecting from
among the bank of seven 125 watt resistors, if possible or, if
necessary, from among the bank of seven 500-watt resistors. Lookup
tables in the PLR Control are used to aid in the selection of
resistors to be turned on or off.
R_n Mode: Voltaqe Requlator Control - The Voltage Regulator Control
maintains output voltage at a level commanded by the DACS,
nominally 120 Vdc.
The output voltage at the PCCU terminals is converted to a 12-bit
digital value by the Voltage Regulator Module and read by the CPU
Module.
Actual output voltage is controlled by varying the Pulse Width
Modulation duty cycle command to a TAC field current driver on the
Voltage Regulator Module. The total PWM command, referred to as
duty cycle, consists of two parts: the proportional command and the
integral command.
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The proportional command, in percent, is the product of voltage
error in volts and the proportional gain in percent per volt.
The integral command, in percent, is the product of voltage error
in volts, the integral gain inpercent per volt per second, and the
sampling interval in seconds, plus the previously calculated
integral command.
The total duty cycle is the sum of the proportional command and the
integral command.
Shutdown Mode - This mode is commanded by the DACS. When so
commanded, the PCCU assumes a decreasing speed command as a
function of time. The time rate of decrease is commanded by the
DACS.
Health Monitorihq - The following actions are taken by the PCCU in
response to various faults:
System Short Circuit: If the PCCUdetermines that higher than
normal field current is required to maintain the output
voltage at its commanded level, it will signal the DACS, via
the serial link, to shut down the system.
Overvoltage: If output voltage is greater than 125 volts for
10 milliseconds, the PCCUwill disconnect field drive from the
TAC fields and will signal the DACS to shut down the system.
User Overload: If the commanded power to the PLR drops to a
level less than that required to maintain speed control, the
PCCU will command the DACS, via the serial bus, to drop the
user load. If no response is observed by the PCCU in 500
milliseconds, the PCCU will send a hardware signal on a
dedicated pair of wires to the DACS that will cause a hardware
dropout of the user load.
Overspeed: If an overspeed condition is detected by the PCCU,
the PCCU will signal the DACS, via the serial bus, to shut
down.
6.3.3 Software Design
The following key points highlight the design of the PCCUsoftware.
Software Documentation - The following features highlight the
software documentation to be generated during the PCCUdevelopment:
Software Development Plan: Describes the general software
development process, provides the software development
schedule, and lists key activities and deliverable documenta-
tion.
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• Software Requirements Specification: Describes the functional
requirements of the software, includes special algorithms and
timing requirements, and describes the hardware interfaces.
• Software Design Document: Describes how the requirements will
be implemented, the structure of the software modules and
data, and any internal interfaces.
• Software Test Plan: Describes how the software will be tested,
including a brief description of the tests and the test
objectives.
System Modes - The PCCU software operating modes, and the criteria
for transitioning between them, follow.
• Modes:
Power Up
Monitor
Idle
Start
Run
Shutdown
• Power Up to Monitor Mode -
Automatic upon successful completion of Power Up.
• Monitor to Idle Mode -
TAC speed less than Monitor Cutoff.
• Monitor to Start Mode -
DACS start command received.
• Monitor to Run Mode -
TAC speed greater than Run Cutoff.
• Monitor to Shutdown Mode -
DACS shutdown command received.
• Idle to Start Mode
DACS start command received.
• Start to Monitor Mode -
Start mode failure or DACS terminate start command received.
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• start to Run Mode -
TAC speed greater than Run Cutoff.
• Start to Shutdown Mode -
DACS shutdown command received.
• Run to Monitor Mode -
TAC speed less than Run Cutoff.
• Run to Shutdown Mode -
DACS shutdown command received.
• Run to Start Mode -
DACS start command received.
• Shutdown to Idle Mode -
TAC speed less than Monitor Cutoff.
• Shutdown to Start Mode -
DACS start command received.
CSCIArchitecture - The following describes the PCCUCSCIArchitec-
ture:
• Power Up (CSC00)
R0M Checksum (CSU0000)
RAM Checksum (CSU0001)
Initialize (CSU0002)
Monitor (CSC0i)
Start Control (CSC02)
Begin Start (CSU0200)
Induction Start (CSU0201)
Synchronous Start (CSU0202)
Terminate Start (CSU0203)
Speed Control (CSC03)
PLR Control (CSC04)
Voltage Regulator (CSC05)
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• Health Monitoring (CSC06)
Low-speed Health Monitoring (CSU0600)
High-speed Health Monitoring (CSU0601)
• DACS Communication (CSC07)
Data Report (CSU0700)
Command Read (CSU0701)
Queue Manager (CSU0702)
UART Handler (CSU0703)
Mode/CSC Relationships - The following describes which CSCs operate
in which modes:
• Power Up Mode
Power Up CSC
• Monitor Mode
DACS Communication CSC
Health Monitoring CSC
Monitor CSC
• Idle Mode
DACS Communication CSC
Health Monitoring CSC
• Start Mode
DACS Communication CSC
Health Monitoring CSC
Start Control CSC
• Run Mode
DACS Communication CSC
Health Monitoring CSC
Speed Control CSC
PLR Control CSC
Voltage Regulator CSC
• Shutdown Mode
DACS Communication CSC
Health Monitoring CSC
Speed Control CSC
PLR Control CSC
Voltage Regulator CSC
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Shutdown CSC
DACS Communication - The following describes the message format of
messages sent between the PCCU and the DACS in the order sent:
• Start Message Character
AA
• Message Number
8-Bit, Unsigned
• Message Length
Total Number of Bytes in Message
• Command
• Data
0 or More Data Bytes
• Checksum
Unsigned 8-Bit Checksum
6.3.4 Hardware Design
Top Assembly
The PCCU consists of two major assemblies: the PCCU Heat Sink
Chassis Assembly (3793421) and the Card File Assembly (3793454).
These two assemblies are mounted to an N-heptane cooled base
plate/heat sink in the final application.
Card File Assembly
The card file contains card slots for 6 printed wiring assemblies.
These slots are used to house 4 printed wiring modules and an
extender card. There is one spare slot. One of the card slots
provides access to test points on the backplane.
The card file contains zero insertion force (ZIF) card guides. The
ZIF guides are unlocked with a screwdriver. When the cards are
fully inserted in their connectors, the ZIF guides are locked,
causing the guides to firmly grip the edges of the card heat sink
(see "Printed Wiring Assemblies" below for a description of the
heat sink). Heat from the card is conducted from the card heat
sink, through the ZIF card guides to the walls of the card file
chassis, and to the cold base plate below.
6.4
6.5
Printed WiriHg Assemblies
The printed wiring assemblies are of standard construction except
that a thin aluminum plate will be installed between the top
surface of the PC board and the components on the board. The plate
will be bonded to the top surface of the board. At present, it is
not anticipated that the components on the board will need to be
bonded to the plate. The plate is there to conduct heat from the PC
board to the walls of the card file chassis. Heat from the
components will be conducted to the PC board material and then to
the plate via the component leads.
PCCU Heat Sink Chassis
The PCCUHeat Sink Chassis contains the higher power components and
the significant heat producers of the PCCU circuitry. Components
and subassemblies contained in the PCCU Heat Sink Assembly are
listed in Section 6.3.1 under the Heat Sink Chassis discussion.
Power dissipating components in the heat sink are mounted either
directly to the bottom plate of the heat sink or to structure in
the heat sink that is in intimate contact with the bottom plate.
The bottom plate is bolted to the cold plate in the final applica-
tion.
Breadboard Development Status
The PCCU breadboard has been fabricated and was demonstrated to
NASA at the CDR. Special test software designed to show specific
features of the PCCU hardware was run for this demonstration. The
PCCU breadboard will now be used as a vehicle for software
integration and performance verification of the PCCU.
Test Plan
PCCUtest plans for the following assemblies are detailed in Fluid
Systems Report 41-12097, "Test Plan for the Power Conditioning and
Control Unit of the Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstrator."
printed Wiring Assembly (PWA) Acceptance Tests - All PWAs will be
acceptance tested to an approved acceptance test procedure. Tests
will be conducted using general purpose test plans and special
purpose test equipment to provide and monitor signals to and from
the PWA under test.
PCCU Design Verification Tests - This will be a one-time test to
prove the design of the PCCU. A fully instrumented PCCU will be
installed in a vacuum chamber and operated under conditions as near
as possible to those in Tank 6 at NASA Lewis. Temperatures and PCCU
functional characteristics will be monitored during the test.
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Tests that cannot practically be performed in a small vacuum tank
(i.e., operation with an actual TAC) will be conducted in air
ambient.
PCCU Acceptance Te$_ - This test will be performed prior to
accepting the PCCUfor operation in the NASA vacuum tank. This test
will be sufficient to show that all facets of the PCCU are
performing to minimum standards for operation in the tank.
Generally, after the PCCUhasbeen repaired or modified, this test,
modified as required to account for any changes to the PCCU, will
be the final proof test prior to installation and operation in the
tank.
6.6 Open Issues
No significant open issues remain.
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•7.1
7.2
Parasitic Load Radiator (PLR)
Design Document List
41-11764-5 Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstration, Prelimi-
naryDesign Review, "Electrons"
41-12096 Test Plan for the Parasitic Load Radiator Used on
the Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstrator
41-12106 Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstrator
Parasitic Load Radiator (PLR) Critical
Review (CDR) Package Report
(SDGTD)
Design
41-12167 Parasitic Load Radiator (PLR),
Review (CDR View Graphs)
Critical Design
Design Review Minutes
The PLR CDR was held on Wednesday, May 26, 1993.
topics were presented and discussed:
The following
PLR Requirements
Design Description
PLRAnalyses
Breadboard Test Hardware
PLR Test Plan
PLR Spares
Issues raised appear below.
Requirements
A compliance matrix of PLR requirements, as documented in
Rocketdyne Specification NI0119, was presented. Exceptions taken to
the requirements were as follows:
Paragraph 3.5.2 of the spec requires that a mating
connector be provided with the PLR. Instead of a mating
connector, the cable assembly that connects the PLR to
the PCCU will be provided.
Design Description
The Design Description discussion included a summary of the changes
made to the PLR since the PDR. A description of each of the seven
radiator plates was provided, along with the details of the heater
elements to be used in each plate. The area of each radiator plate
has been increased to provide a more conservative design (lower
operating temperature). All seven radiator plate assemblies will be
identical to each other, each containing a 500-, a 125-, and a 60-
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watt heater element.
PLRAnalyses
The PLR Analyses included a prediction of a radiator plate
temperature versus total power dissipated byheater elements in the
plate and calculated maximum allowable watt densities of heater
elements in plates operating at various temperatures. The maximum
allowable watt densities were compared to the actual watt densities
of the various heater elements to show the conservatism of the
design.
Included in the PLR Analyses Section was a discussion of the
combinations of heater elements and plates to be turned on to
satisfy various total power requirements while spreading the load
across as many plates as possible to produce minimum heating of any
one plate. The'software algorithm to be used to calculate which
500-, 125-, and 60-watt heater elements to be turned on for any
possible total load was presented.
Breadboard Test Hardware
Progress on the breadboard test hardware was presented. Two
radiator plates had been fabricated for breadboard testing. One of
the plates had been etched in a ferric chloride bath and sand
blasted and was ready for the oxidation process in 2100 OF air.
PLR Test Plan
The PLR test plan as described in Fluid Systems Document 41-12096
was presented.
PLR Spares
The list of spare parts to be provided with the PLRwas presented.
The CDR material was accepted by those present with no significant
issues raised.
7.3 Design Summary
The following summarizes the electrical and thermal design of the
PLR.
7.3.1 Electrical Design
The PLR consists of 21 electrical heater elements installed in 7
radiator plates. Each radiator plate contains one 500-, one 125-,
and one 60-watt element. These elements are rated at 2000 watts at
240 volts, 500 watts at 240 volts, and 240 watts at 240 volts
respectively by the vendor. Because they will all operate at 120
volts dc in this application, all elements operate at 25 percent of
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their nominal power rating.
The 500- and 125-watt elements are operated in either the on or off
state. The 60-watt elements operate in the on, off, or linear
state. That is, the transistors in the PCCU driving these elements
operate in the linear region, giving essentially analog control
over 420 watts (7 times 60 watts) of parasitic load power. For
small changes in PLRpower and to correct for changes in power due
to heater elements heating up, this bank of fine trim resistors
will be used.
When the PLR fine bank runs out of control range (all on or all
off), a gross change will be required. For this case, the PCCU
calculates the amount of power to be dissipated in the bank of 500-
and 125-watt elements as follows:
Total coarse (500 watt) and trim (125 watt) power =
INTEGER[(PLR COMMAND - 147.5)/125]'125
The power to be dissipated in the fine bank will be the difference
between the total commanded PLRpower and the power calculated for
the coarse and trim banks.
By using these equations, the fine bank always comes out approxi-
mately in the middle of its range (148 to 272 watts) after a gross
change. This allows the PCCUto correct the dissipated power due to
resistor tolerances and hot and cold resistors simply by adjusting
the fine bank up or down.
After calculating the total power to be dissipated in the coarse
and trim banks, the specific 500- and 125-watt resistors to be
turned on are determined byreference to a lookup table in the PCCU
software. The combination to be turned on results in minimum power
dissipation per plate. For example, if the required coarse power is
625 watts, five 125 watt elements, one in each plate, will be
turned on instead of one 500 watt element and one 125 watt element.
When 500- and 125-watt elements both need to be on, elements from
different plates are used.
By using the above approach, the maximum power dissipated in any
one plate is 560 watts.
7.3.2 Thermal Analysis
The results of an analysis to determine plate temperature while
dissipating various power levels were presented This analysis
showed that when dissipating 560 watts, the maximum possible
dissipation per plate, plate temperature will be approximately
820 °F.
Results were presented of an analysis to determine maximum
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7.4
allowable heater element surface power density, in watts per square
inch, when operating in plates at various temperatures so that the
surface temperature of the element will not exceed the maximum
allowable as specified by the vendor. The maximum allowable
surface temperature specified by the vendor for these heater
elements is 1500 *F.
This analysis showed that at a plate temperature of 820 *F. the
maximum allowable surface power density is approximately 28 watts
per square inch. Calculated power densities of the three heater
elements used in this application are as follows:
500 watts
125 watts
60 watts
22 watts per square inch
6 watts per square inch
8 watts per square inch
The worst case heater element is operating at 79 percent of its
rated watt density.
Test Plan
PLR test plans for the following assemblies are detailed in Fluid
Systems Document 41-12096, "Test Plan for the Parasitic Load
Radiator Used on the Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstrator.-
Radiator Plate Desiqn Verification Test - This test will be
performed on a single prototype radiator plate.
The radiator plate will be loaded with three special PLR heater
elements. These heater elements are similar to the heater elements
to be used in the PLR assembly except they have been instrumented
with thermocouples to provide the sheath temperature of the
element.
The loaded plate will be installed in a vacuum chamber and
energized at 500, 560, and 685 watts. Plate and heater sheath
temperatures will be monitored and compared to acceptable limits.
Radiator Plate Acceptance T_t - This test will be performed on all
radiator plates prior to installation in the complete PLRAssembly.
The test itself is identical to the Radiator Plate Design Verifica-
tion Test described above.
PLR Assembl7 Acceptance Test- This test shall be performed on the
PLR Assembly prior to installation in the vacuum tank.
The insulation resistance and dielectric strength of all mutually
insulated components shall be tested and verified to be within
acceptable limits. The resistance of each heater element will be
measured both hot and cold to verify resistance is within an
acceptable range.
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7.6
The PLR Assembly will be installed in a vacuum tank and energized
at rated power. Plate temperatures, the connector temperature, and
the mounting base temperature will be monitored.
Open Issues
There are no significant open issues remaining.
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8.2
Data Acquisition & Control System (DACS)
Design Doaument List
The following is a bibliography of all documents used to support
the DACS CDR:
41-11764-5 Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstration, Prelimi-
nary Design Review, "Electrons"
41-12071 Software Requirements Specification for the Data
Acquisition and Control Subsystem (DACS) Software
of the Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstrator
41-12092 Software Design Document for the Data Acquisition
and Control Subsystem (DACS) Software of the Solar
Dynamic Ground Test Demonstrator
41-12093 Software Test Plan for the Solar Dynamic Ground
Test Demonstrator Data Acquisition and Control
Subsystem Software
41-12102 Solar Dynamic Ground Test Demonstrator Data Acqui-
sition and Control Subsystem Critical Design Review
Package Report
41-12139 Data Acquisition and Control Subsystem (DACS),
Critical Design Review (CDR View Graphs)
41-12088 Uncertainty Analysis for the Data Acquisition and
Control Subsystem (DACS) of the Solar Dynamic
Ground Test Demonstrator
Fluid Systems Drawings
PI6M-01-028 SDGTD - DACS: Equipment Tree
Design Review Minutes
The DACS CDR was held at AlliedSignal Fluid Systems on Tuesday, May
25, 1993. The following major design elements were presented at
the PCCU CDR:
Requirements
A compliance matrix of DACS requirements, as documented in
Rocketdyne Specification NI0121, was presented. Exceptions taken to
the requirements were as follows:
The Liquid Loop Heater control setpoint will be adjust-
able from the CRC, the PID will be tuned during initial
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setup and will not be tunable from the CRC. Likewise, the
Pressure Transmitter Heater Unit controllers setpoint
will be adjustable from the CRC and the PID will be
initially tuned at setup and will require no further
tuning from the CRC.
There is no longer a requirement for remote positioning
of the Concentrator.
The pressure, speed and temperature accuracies attainable
by the DACS are not to specification. The specification
for speed has been changed. It was found that this
parameter monitors the state of health of the TAC and as
such does not need to be as stringent. The temperature
specification was changed to read "% of Range" instead of
"% of Full Scale." The discrepancy with the Radiator and
ReceiVer differential pressures are state of health
measurements and the inaccuracies can be tolerated.
There was some discussion concerning the following:
Due to the inaccuracy of the signal conditioning for TAC
speed signal, the raw signal would be routed to the CRC
Output Patch Panel and critical measurements would be
made with a counter/timer instrument.
Functional Description
During the functional description of the DACS the following items
were discussed and presented in detail:
e National Instruments' SCXI platform versus the Programma-
ble Logic Controller (PLC) platform
Modular approach for both data acquisition and control of
the SCXI system
• Block diagram of the DACS
Data acquisition parameters for strain, accumulator
volume potentiometer, pressure transmitters, thermo-
couples, pyroheliometers and flowmeter
PCCUvoltage, current and speed data acquisition, display
and output interfaces
TAC displacement probe data acquisition and output
interfacing
Solar Simulator Subsystem reserved interface cabling and
signal conditioning in the DACS
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• Block diagram and schematics of the control functions
provided by the DACS
• Alternate power provided by the DACS to the PCCU, the
liquid loop pumps and the shutdown valves.
There was some discussion concerning the following:
• The grounding scheme between the PCCU and the DACS would
need to be clearly defined (PDR Action Item 60).
The time necessary for the DACS to process a watchdog
signal input and issue the appropriate command. Reference
the User Load Relay and the TAC speed signal to shutdown
valve command response.
Layout end Design Definition
The layout of the DACS Control Room Console (CRC) and Instrumenta-
tion Console (IC) were presented. The following topics were
discussed in detail:
CRC and IC top assembly
Analog Instrumentation Panel (PI6M-13-114) front panel
topography
SCXI signal conditioning chassis's input card configura-
tion.
There was some discussion concerning the following:
• Names assigned to the signals in the wire listing will be
included on the front panels along with those signals'
descriptive name (DACS Action Item 8).
Uncertainty Analysis
The major topics discussed were:
Definition and description of the terms used in the
uncertainty analysis
An explanation of the tabular form used in the analysis
Summary of the measurement parameter analysis results.
There was some discussion of the following:
• An accuracy requirement for the pyroheliometers has not
been issued. The requirement needs to be issued to
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determine if the uncertainty of the measurement is
acceptable (DACS Action Item 12).
DACS Software Test Results
The prototype testing of the Labview platform to be used in the
DACS was presented. The following topics were discussed in detail:
• Objectives of the testing
• Test equipment setup
• Testing results
• Conclusions.
No significant _iscussion resulted.
DACS Software
The following topics were presented concerning the DACS software:
• A review of the system hardware, including computers,
interfaces, data acquisition and control
Software requirements for human engineering, interface,
operational, data acquisition and storage, diagnostic,
safety and quality control
Software design concerning the DOS and Windows platform,
architecture, operational modes, storage and operating
sequences.
There was discussion of the following:
The type of actions that would be taken during alarm
conditions
• How security will be handled
Redundant data storage; the low-speed data acquisition
file should be stored in real time on two separate
computers to provide data protection
What type of warnings will be given before the data disks
run out of storage space
Concerns about locking out the system startup if the ELS
is not active.
• Whether the DACS display will indicate that the solar
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eshutter is open
Whether there is enough CPU time available to linearize
the thermocouples
What will allow the operator to control the gas charge
valves.
DACS Test Plan
The software development cycle, testing process and major functions
to be tested were explained in detail. No significant discussion
resulted.
Spares
The spares provided in the DACS and its expansion capability were
presented. It was shown that the requirements for a minimum of I0
percent installed spare I/O as delivered and the capability to
expand I/O by an additional 20 percent were met. No significant
discussion resulted.
Fabrication and Schedule
The schedule presented was as follows:
No significant discussion resulted.
Instrumentation Console and Control Room Console fabrication
from 6/14/93 to 8/31/93
Software code generation and testing from 6/1/93 to ii/1/93
Hot Loop testing from 11/1/93 to 2/i/93
Power Control Subsystem testing from 7/1/94 to mid-October
1994
System testing at NASA, LeRC from 11/1/94 to 9/1/95.
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8.3 Design summary
8.3.1 Hardware Design
The DACS is comprised of two separate consoles, the Instrumentation
Console (IC) and the Control Room Console (CRC).
The IC is comprised of the following:
486/66 MHz computer (ICPC)
Monitor, 19" with Touch Screen (M1)
National Instruments SCXI chassis (SCXII-4)
IC Patch Panel A (PI6N-01-176)
IC Patch Panel B (PI6N-01-177)
SDGTD Heater Control: LCL, BAP & LCL Pressure Transducers
(P16M-04-018)
SDGTD-Liqu'id Coolant Pump Controllers (P16M-04-017)
IC-SCXI/CRC Signal Conditioning Buffer (PI6M-13-115)
Displacement Probe Signal Conditioning
Power Supplies
The ICPC is populated with three National Instruments data
acquisition boards (one 12 bit high speed and two 16 bit low speed)
for sampling the multiplexed signals from the data acquisition
boards. The ICPC also contains a National Instruments digital I/O
board, a National Instruments analog output board, an RS 422
communications board, two IEEE 488 boards and a VGA video driver
board. The software is DOS 5.0, Microsoft Windows 3.1 and National
Instruments Labview for Windows. The man/machine interface is a
19" monitor with a touch screen.
The signal conditioning, gas charge and shutdown valve
switching, and PCCU alternate and accessory power switching are
contained in the four National Instruments SCXI chassis. The
chassis house the individual modules for signal conditioning and
control. The IC Patch Panels A and B are the connector mounting
panels for I/O interfacing.
The Liquid Control Loop (LCL) heater, the BAPand LCL pressure
transducer heaters are controlled by individual PID controllers
housed in the PI6M-04-018 Fluid Systems unit. The analog setpoints
for the individual controllers are provided by the analog I/O in
the ICPC.
The LCL pumps (both primary and secondary) are speed con-
trolled by individual PID controllers housed in the Fluid Systems
PI6M-04-017 unit. The power, setpoints and enable signals to these
controllers are controlled by the SCXI chassis. The PI6M-04-017
unit also contains the dc-dc Converter for accessory power to the
Shutdown Valves.
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SDGTD high voltage signals, signals which present a high
Common Mode voltage at the signal conditioning and signals with
multiple destinations are conditioned in the Fluid Systems PI6M-13-
115 unit.
The IC also houses the displacement probe conditioning
manufactured byCapacitec and interfaces those conditioned signals
to the CRC.
The +115 Vdc power supply which provides alternate power for
the PCCU, Shutdown Valves and the LCL Pumps is contained in the IC.
Two +40 Vdc power supplies are in a single chassis mounted in the
IC. One +40 Vdc power supply provides both pull-in power for the
Shutdown Valves and actuation power for the Gas Charge Valve. The
second +40 Vdc supply provides power for the pressure transmitter
excitation.
The CRC is comprised of the following:
486/66 MHz computer (CRCPCI-4)
Monitor, 19" with Touch Screen (MI-4)
Laser Printer (PRNT1)
Tape Drive (TDI)
Analog Instrumentation Panel (PI6M-13-114)
CRC Input Patch Panel (PI6N-01-174)
CRC Output Patch Panel (PI6N-01-175)
The CRCPCI-4 computers are using DOS 5.0, Microsoft Windows
3.1 and National Instruments Labview for Windows. They are linked
to each other, the printer, the tape drive, the IC, the Electronic
Load Subassembly {ELS) and the Solar Simulator Subassembly (SSS)
using the IEEE 488 interface bus. The software will be configured
such that the machine that the Test Operator logs in on will become
the system control machine. All the commands to the SDGTD will be
issued from this machine only while the Test Operator is logged in.
All other machines will only be capable of displaying system data
acquisition and control parameters. All the machines will be
capable of data output to the printer at all times.
The Fluid Systems PI6M-13-115 unit contains the SDGTD manual
Emergency Shutdown switch and six digital panel readouts for
selected parameters to be monitored in case of a DACS failure.
The CRC Input Patch Panel is the connector mounting panel for
I/O interfacing. The CRCOutput Patch Panel contains monitor points
for connection of test equipment for real-time monitoring of key
parameters.
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8.3.2.2 Sof_re Design
Following are key points in the design of the DACS software.
Software Documentati@D
Software Requirements Specification: Describes the
functional requirements of the software, timing require-
ments, and the hardware interfaces.
Software Design Document: Describes how the requirements
will be implemented, the structure of the software
modules and data, and any internal interfaces.
Software Test Plan: Describes how the software will be
tested, including a brief description of the tests and
the test objectives during development of the software.
System Modes - Following are the various operating modes of the
DACS software and the criteria for transitioning between them:
MODES
Monitor
Active
Recording
Calibration
Backup
Start
Shutdown
Emergency stop
Display
Control
• MONITOR
Monitors all man/machine interfaces for input. The
system is not scanning for any data input nor recording
information. The prerecorded data files, however, can be
accessed by the users.
• ACTIVE
Scans the data acquisition channels, communicating with
the PCCU, SIPS, ELSS and SSS.
• RECORDING
Can be activated only in the ACTIVE state. The system is
recording the acquired data in this state.
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• CALIBRATION
Can run only when the system is in the MONITOR state. In
this state the data channels can be displayed with the
calibration data. It will allow the operator to change
calibration values and perform a two-step calibration.
• BACKUP
Can be operated during the RECORDING, ACTIVE and MONITOR
states. It allows the backup CSC to backup the data
files on the ICPC.
• START
Performs the standard startup sequence.
• SHUTDOWN
Performs the standard shutdown sequence.
• EMERGENCY STOP
Opens the shutdown valves, records the shutdown, closes
the high-speed data acquisition file, informs the PCCUof
the shutdown and alarms the operator of the problems.
• DISPLAY
Displays the data requested by the operator.
• CONTROL
When activated, displays pertinent information and
accepts control commands from the operator.
CSCIArchitecture - The following describes the DACS CSCI architec-
ture:
ICPC:
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the SIPS
SIPS Interpreter and Control Module
RS 422 Transceiver Module for the PCCU
PCCU Interpreter and Control Module
High Speed Data Acquisition Module
Low Speed Data Acquisition Module
Control Output Module
Data Linearization Conversion and Control Module
Alarm Processor Module
Alarm Condition Editor
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Calibration Data Editor Module
High Speed Data Recorder Module
Low Speed Data Recorder Module
Data File Indexer Module
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Man/Machine Interface Module for the ICPC
Access Control and Editor Module for the ICPC
Control Interpreter Module for the ICPC
Backup Module for the ICPC
TCPC & DDPC:
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Backup Program Module for the TCPC
Control Interpreter Module for the TCPC
Access Control and Editor Module for the TCPC
Man/Machine Interface Module for the TCPC
Orbital Summary Module
Mode/cSC Relationships - The following describes which CSCs operate
in which modes:
• MONITOR
Alarm Condition Editor
Calibration Data Editor Module
Data File Indexer Module
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Man/Machine Interface Module for the ICPC
Access Control and Editor Module for the ICPC
Control Interpreter Module for the ICPC
Backup Module for the ICPC
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Backup Program Module for the TCPC
Control Interpreter Module for the TCPC
Access Control and Editor Module for the TCPC
Man/Machine Interface Module for the TCPC
Orbital Summary Module
ACTIVE
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the SIPS
SIPS Interpreter and Control Module
RS 422 Transceiver Module for the PCCU
PCCU Interpreter and Control Module
High Speed Data Acquisition Module
Low Speed Data Acquisition Module
Control Output Module
Data Linearization Conversion and Control Module
Alarm Processor Module
Data File Indexer Module
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IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Control Interpreter Module for the ICPC
Backup Module for the ICPC
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Backup Program Module for the TCPC
Control Interpreter Module for the TCPC
Man/Machine Interface Module for the TCPC
Orbital Summary Module
RECORDING
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the SIPS
SIPS Interpreter and Control Module
RS 422 Transceiver Module for the PCCU
PCCU Interpreter and Control Module
High Speed Data Acquisition Module
Low Speed Data Acquisition Module
Control Output Module
Data Linearization Conversion and Control Module
Alarm Processor Module
High Speed Data Recorder Module
Low Speed Data Recorder Module
Data File Indexer Module
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Control Interpreter Module for the ICPC
Backup Module for the ICPC
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Backup Program Module for the TCPC
Control Interpreter Module for the TCPC
Man/Machine Interface Module for the TCPC
Orbital Summary Module
CALIBRATION
High Speed Data Acquisition Module
Low Speed Data Acquisition Module
Control Output Module
Data Linearization Conversion and Control Module
Calibration Data Editor Module
Man/Machine Interface Module for the ICPC
Man/Machine Interface Module for the TCPC
BACKUP
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Man/Machine Interface Module for the ICPC
Backup Module for the ICPC
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Backup Program Module for the TCPC
Control Interpreter Module for the TCPC
Man/Machine Interface Module for the TCPC
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START
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the SIPS
SIPS Interpreter and Control Module
RS 422 Transceiver Module for the PCCU
PCCU Interpreter and Control Module
High Speed Data Acquisition Module
Low Speed Data Acquisition Module
Control Output Module
Data Linearization Conversion and Control Module
Alarm Processor Module
Alarm Condition Editor
Calibration Data Editor Module
High Speed Data Recorder Module
Low Speed Data Recorder Module
Data File Indexer Module
IEEE 488 Tgansceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Man/Machine Interface Module for the ICPC
Access Control and Editor Module for the ICPC
Control Interpreter Module for the ICPC
Backup Module for the ICPC
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Backup Program Module for the TCPC
Control Interpreter Module for the TCPC
Access Control and Editor Module for the TCPC
Man/Machine Interface Module for the TCPC
Orbital Summary Module
SHUTDOWN
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the SIPS
SIPS Interpreter and Control Module
RS 422 Transceiver Module for the PCCU
PCCU Interpreter and Control Module
High Speed Data Acquisition Module
Low Speed Data Acquisition Module
Control Output Module
Data Linearization Conversion and Control Module
Calibration Data Editor Module
High Speed Data Recorder Module
Low Speed Data Recorder Module
Data File Indexer Module
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Control Interpreter Module for the ICPC
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Control Interpreter Module for the TCPC
Man/Machine Interface Module for the TCPC
Orbital Summary Module
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EMERGENCY STOP
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the SIPS
SIPS Interpreter and Control Module
RS 422 Transceiver Module for the PCCU
PCCU Interpreter and Control Module
High Speed Data Acquisition Module
Low Speed Data Acquisition Module
Control Output Module
Data Linearization Conversion and Control Module
Alarm Processor Module
High Speed Data Recorder Module
Low Speed Data Recorder Module
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Man/Machine Interface Module for the ICPC
Control Interpreter Module for the ICPC
Backup Module for the ICPC
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Control Interpreter Module for the TCPC
Man/Machine Interface Module for the TCPC
DISPLAY
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the SIPS
SIPS Interpreter and Control Module
RS 422 Transceiver Module for the PCCU
PCCU Interpreter and Control Module
High Speed Data Acquisition Module
Low Speed Data Acquisition Module
Control Output Module
Data Linearization Conversion and Control Module
Alarm Processor Module
Alarm Condition Editor
Calibration Data Editor Module
High Speed Data Recorder Module
Low Speed Data Recorder Module
Data File Indexer Module
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Access Control and Editor Module for the ICPC
Control Interpreter Module for the ICPC
Backup Module for the ICPC
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Backup Program Module for the TCPC
Control Interpreter Module for the TCPC
Access Control and Editor Module for the TCPC
Man/Machine Interface Module for the TCPC
Orbital Summary Module
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8.5
• CONTROL
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the SIPS
SIPS Interpreter and Control Module
RS 422 Transceiver Module for the PCCU
PCCU Interpreter and Control Module
High Speed Data Acquisition Module
Low Speed Data Acquisition Module
Control Output Module
Data Linearization Conversion and Control Module
Alarm Processor Module
Alarm Condition Editor
Calibration Data Editor Module
High Speed Data Recorder Module
Low Speed Data Recorder Module
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Access Control and Editor Module for the ICPC
Control Interpreter Module for the ICPC
Backup Module for the ICPC
IEEE 488 Transceiver Module for the DACS, ELS and SSS
Backup Program Module for the TCPC
Control Interpreter Module for the TCPC
Access Control and Editor Module for the TCPC
Man/Machine Interface Module for the TCPC
Orbital Summary Module
Communication - The DACS will communicate with the following:
• ELS IEEE 488
• SSS IEEE 488
• SIP IEEE 488
• PCCURS 422
Open Issues
There are no significant open issues remaining.
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9. ElectricLoad Simulator (ELS)
The ELS system provides a computer-controlled electronic load to
test the 2.1 kWe SDGTD Program. The load consists of a single electri-
cally isolated load module with a minimum load capacity of 4 kW. The
system is upgradable to four load modules for a total of 16 kW.
The load modules are purely resistive dc loads controlled from a
local panel (manual control) or remotely by a controller through an IEEE
488 bus from a PC/AT 286/386/486. The controller can operate any single
load module from zero to i00 percent of its rated dissipation by local
or remote programming. The controller shall be capable of commanding at
least four independent load modules. The local control panel shall
provide for manual data entry and local readout of the load status and
program steps and is disabled when in remote operation. Displays and
status checking are not disabled in local or remote mode. If configured
in the local mode, the PC will remotely monitor the status of the load
system operation.
In remote operation the controller can command the load modules to
follow a load profile. The load profile shall consist of step or smooth
ramp changes, without unwarranted discontinuities in loading, between
programmed load settings at programmed execution rates.
The load module controller being purchased has built-in capabili-
ties for modulation of the load power/current/resistance. Because
arbitrary waveform capability does not exist in the controller, the
following specifications for waveform generation apply only to the
controller's capability, which may not be used by Labview. These
specifications for the controller's own waveforms are:
SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR
Frequency Range
Time Resolution
Accuracy
Duty Cycle Range
Dwell Time Range
Dwell Time Resolution
Dwell Time Accuracy
16 Hz - I0 kHz
2 us
4 us
3 - 97% (I.0 kHz max)
35 - 65, 500 us
2 us
4 us
WAVEFORM GENERATOR
Programmable Slew Rate (10-90%)
Dwell Time Range
Dwell Time Resolution
Dwell Time Accuracy
20mA/us-20A/us
35 -65, 500 us
2 us
4 us
A separate commercial ArbitraryWaveformGenerator will be added to
the equipment rack for the purpose of supplying computer controllable
arbitrary waveform modulation of the load. A coaxial cable connection
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from the arbitrary waveformgenerator to the load module will supply the
load module with modulation when needed. This arbitrary waveform
generator will be resident on the same IEEE 488 bus (as isolated from
the computer) with the load module controller.
The programmed load can be modulated by an external input from an
arbitrary analog signal. The external modulation input accepts a 0 - 10
Volt input and provides load command modulation in the given regulating
mode over a sinusoidal frequency range of dc to 5 kHz full scale, with
a 3 DB bandwidth. The external modulation input is usable to 20 kHz
(sinusoidal) at reduced amplitude. Each load module has an independent
external modulation input.
The controller shall provide for control of load module operation
in constant current, constant power, and constant resistance. Each load
mode shall operate in the mode commanded bythe controller and shall not
require a change in'the load power level in order to change from one
mode to another. The programming range, accuracy, resolution and rate
of change of load shall be as follows:
CONSTANT CURRENT MODE
Range
Accuracy
Resolution
0 - 200 A
0.1% FS ± 50 mA
50 mA
CONSTANT RESISTANCE MODE
Range
Accuracy
Resolution
0.I0 - i00.0 ohms
1% FS ± 0.025 ohms
0. 025 ohms
CONSTANT POWER MODE
Range
Accuracy
Resolution
40.0 - 4000 W
0.5% FS ± 1.0 W
1.0 W
RATE OF CHANGE OF LOAD
Step Change/Slew Rate
Ramp Rate
Accuracy
Resolution
Monotonicity
I00 us max to 90% change
i00 us to I00 minutes
± 10% of setting
± 10% of setting
Spiking shall be less than or
equal to the resolution of
the mode in use.
The ELS system provides load power, voltage and current data over
the communication bus upon request at a minimum rate of 1 Hz. The
readback data specifications are:
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POWER
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
0 - 4000 W
1.0W
0.5% FS + 1.0 mW
VOLTAGE
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
0 - 200 V
50 mV
0.2% FS ± 50 mV
CURRENT
Range 0 - 200 A
Resolution 50 mA
Accuracy 0.2% FS f 50 mA
The ELS provides overvoltage, overcurrent, overpower and over-
temperature protection. Voltage, current and power limits are program-
mable from 0 - 117% of its maximum input level. Upon an over condition,
the fault status is reported over the communication bus and the load
will program its input current to zero and open its input relay.
Overtemperature protection is provided by two thermostats that monitor
the heat sink temperature. If the temperature exceeds safe limits, the
load will be turned off and an alarm will be given. The programmable
protection limits are:
CURRENT LIMIT
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
0 - 220 A
0.88 A
1% FS ± 0.88 A
POWER
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
0 - 4500 W
18.0 W
1% FS ± 18.0 W
VOLTAGE
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
0 - 220 V
0.88 V
1% FS ± 0.88 V
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TEMPERATURE
Over/Under Setpoint
Over_emperature
Alarm at ±1% Deviation
Fixed at 85 degrees C
The load modules have a fail-safe feature in case command power is
lost. In the event of a failure, load power of each load module shall
automatically ramp down to the leakage current rating of less than 1 mA
within 15 seconds. A reset command from the local panel or remote
communication bus will give the same results.
The ELS can simulate a short circuit at its input by programming
itself to a constant current value that can not be satisfied by its
control loop. All protection limits remain in effect during the
application of a short circuit. Turning the short circuit on does not
affect the programmed setting and load input will return to its
previously programme_ values when the short is turned off.
The ELS system provides remote sensing at the load modules, which
is useful when measuring unit under test output voltage.
I0. Turboalternator-Compressor (TAC)
The purpose of this report is to document the design status of the
Power Conversion Subsystem (PCS) Turboalternator-Compressor (TAC) at the
time of the Critical Design Review (CDR). This report presents the
evidence to satisfy the requirements of the TAC refurbishment CDR
milestone.
The TAC, Figure I0-i, that will be used in the SDGTD PCS will be
refurbished from the Brayton Isotope Power System (BIPS) program of the
mid-1970s. This TAC designated the Mini-BRU was optimized for use in a
closed Bray_on cycle power conversion system with an isotope heat
source. The design working fluid was HeXe 83.8 as in Uhe SDGTD.
SDGTD program assets include two Mini-BRUs, one of which will be
refurbished for use in the SDGTD PCS. One of the Mini-BRU units
successfully completed a 1000-hour endurance test in 1978; the other has
not been run other than an acceptance test on compressed air.
i0.I DESIGN DOCUMENT LIST
The following list of documents was generated byFluid Systems to
document the Turboalternator-Compressor (TAC) design activities leading
up to and including CDR:
Document Number DQ_Um_nt Title
3793297 Turboalternator-Compressor Drawing Tree
41-12095
41-12103
41-12181
42-MR-8602
42-MR-9766
42-MR-9842
42-MR-9896
TAC Test Plan
TAC CDR Design Integration Report
TAC CDR Viewgraphs
Mini-BRU vs V-22 Foil Journal Bearing Compari-
son
SDGTD Turbine Inlet Plenum
New Seal Plate Configuration for the Compres-
sor on the SDGTD
SDGTD TAC Thermal Analysis
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Figure I0-I. Turboal ternator- Compres sor
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10.2 DESIGN I_KV_I_$NUTES
The TAC Critical Design Review was held at NASA LeRC on Wednesday,
June 2, 1993. Topics covered during the review were as follows:
- INTRODUCTION
- TAC OPERATING CONDITIONS
- TAC DESIGN CHANGES
- TACVERIFICATIONAND TEST PLAN
- TAC RISK ASSESSMENT
- TACHARDWAREASSESSMENT
- TAC REFURBISHMENT PLAN
- TAC SPARES
10.3 DESIGN ANDANALYSIS SUMMARY
10.3.1 TAC NQminal Operating Conditions
Table 10-1 gives the key TAC operating parameters for various BIPS
and SDGTD system operating conditions.
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Case 0 is operation of the TAC open loop with ambient temperature
compressed air. This case is applicable to the Alternator Test Rig
testing and the TAC Acceptance Test.
Cases 1 through 4 are the nominal design conditions for the BIPS.
The number of capsules refers to the isotope heat source module
quantity. The design turbine inlet temperature (TIT) is 2060 °R for
these cases to take advantage of the isotope temperature capability.
This elevated TIT gave higher cycle efficiency but necessitated a
refractory metal (columbium) turbine plenum design to meet the creep
life requirements of a flight unit. The Mini-BRU was never operated at
any of these conditions.
Case 5 is the Workhorse Loop (WHL) test case at 1.3 kWe. The WHL
was a laboratory test loop which used an electric heat source and a
refrigerated heat sink. The Mini-BRU operated closed loop in the WHL at
these conditions for I000 hours. The Mini-BRU was never operated at
full power in the WHL.
Case 6 is the SDGTD operating point. This point is a 2 kWe output
condition with a lower TIT and higher pressure than the BIPS full power
Case 4. This SDGTD full-power operating condition for the TAC was
derived from Fluid Systems document 41-11460, "SDGTD State Point
Analysis."
The TAC design is identical to the Mini-BRU except for two areas:
additional pressure and displacement instrumentation and a new foil
journal bearing design. A new assembly drawing and several new
detailed drawings are required to implement the design changes. The TAC
assembly (Part 3703271-1) calls out mostly parts common to the Mini-BRU;
however, several new and reworked parts were necessary to make the above
design changes. These new detail drawings are indicated on the drawing
tree and are submitted as part of the CDR design package under separate
cover.
10.3.2 INSTRUMENTATION
One conclusion drawn at the end of the BIPS program was that
additional TAC instrumentation was required. The Mini-BRU was a compact
flight design and did not incorporate much instrumentation even in the
ground/workhorse loop test configuration. For the SDGTDTAC, the Mini-
BRU will be modified to incorporate more instrumentation to provide
additional information for analytical verification, fault diagnosis, and
health monitoring.
Four capacitance (cap) displacement probes were added. Capacitance
probes are used for their accuracy and stability up to high tempera-
tures. Two radial cap probes, Part 3793273-1, monitor radial shaft
motion at the thrust rotor OD. These probes are an important tool used
to monitor rotor stability. Two axial cap probes, Part 3793272-1, sense
the axial position of the compressor backface. The purpose of these
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probes is to indicate axial shaft position from which a determination of
rotor thrust can be made.
Additional pressure taps and thermocouples were added to provide
more complete information on the unit's thermal environment.
10.3.3 FOIL BEARINGS
The foil bearing system for the Mini-BRU was well characterized
during the BIPS program. Following completion of the BIPS foil bearing
development program in which two journal bearing failures occurred, the
bearings successfully operated in the WHL for I000 hours.
Foil bearing designs have greatly improved since the Mini-BRU was
designed in the 1970s. Current designs have several advantages over the
Mini-BRU design:
150 percent greater load capacity.
Improved damping characteristics.
Higher temperature capability (500 °F steady state compared to
400 °F).
These improvements come from the addition of backing springs,
improved coatings and improved manufacturing techniques. The backing
springs optimize the supporting pressure field in the gas film thickness
for increased load capacity. Backing springs also improve damping by
introducing additional coulomb frictions between the foil and carrier.
The improved damping is especially desirable because of a foil bearing
supported rotor's susceptibility to subsynchronous instabilities. A
high temperature proprietary coating called PBGF (polyimide-bonded-
graphite-fluoride) gives an additional i00 o F temperature margin over
Teflon-S.
During the hardware assessment it was determined that no bearing
sets of the original WHL configuration were available. Therefore, even
if the Mini-BRU bearings were used in the SDGTDTAC, new bearings would
have to be fabricated. In addition, some additional hot development
testing would still need robe done on these bearings because the 1000-
hour bearing configuration is not known. The actual bearings that ran
1000 hours are not available, and configuration changes made during that
testing were not fully incorporated into the drawings. In particular,
the 1000-hour bearing sway space is in question.
The Mini-BRU bearing is a research design with no production
tooling and would have to be hand made. The production fabrication
process yields tighter tolerance parts with greater repeatability and is
therefore more desirable than hand made foil bearings. A production
bearing would ensure NASA's ability to obtain spare bearing parts for
any follow-on testing to the SDGTD program.
A production journal bearing from the V-22 Osprey environmental
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control unit was identified as fitting the TAC envelope. This bearing
was designed in 1988 and has the advantages described above. It was
selected for the baseline journal bearing and will be subjected to the
verification process detailed below for use in the SDGTD TAC.
Table 10-2 compares of the design parameters for the Mini-BRU and
V-22 bearings.
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Table 10-2. Foil Journal Bearing Design Parameters
I I II
NUMBER OF FOILS
MINI-BRU BEARING I V-22 BEARING
EIGHT FIVE
TYPE OF FOIL P T
BACKING SPRINGS NO YES
COATING TEFLON-S PBGF
MATERIAL 302 S.S. INCO X-750
FOIL WIDTH 0.9 in 0.95 in
SHAFT DIAMETER 1.038 in 1.038 in
SWAY SPACE 9 mils 6 mils
SPRING RATE 1000-1200 ib/in 1000-1200 ib/in
BREAKAWAY TORQUE 13 in-lb II in-lb
POWER LOSS (OP PT) 30 watts 30 watts
DAMPING COEF approx 0.2 0.41-0.65
LOAD CAPACITY II ib 30 ib
STEADY STATE 400 OF 500 OF
TEMPERATURE LIMIT
TRANSIENT 450 OF 550 OF
TEMPERATURE LIMIT
0.034 in 2AXIAL FLOW AREA 0.018 in 2
Incorporation of the V-22 journal bearings simply requires new
bearing retainers, Parts 3793275-2 and 3793276-2. The retainer design
was modified to accept the five-foil bearing and to set the new sway
space.
The Mini-BRU journal bearing retainer incorporated a Teflon-coated
steel bumper ring, Part 3604343-2, which did not allow the shaft to
fully compress the journal bearings in the radial direction. This
bumper ring allowed 0.0035 in. of radial motion before the shaft would
contact it. This feature was used with the Mini-BRU bearings because of
their tendency to allow relatively large amplitude subsynchronous shaft
orbits at operating speed. Because of the superior damping of the V-22
bearing these bumpers were not needed and were eliminated from the
design.
The new turbine journal bearing retainer is different from the
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Mini-BRU retainer in that the cooling slots on the ID of the retainer
were eliminated. Although the V-22 bearing has less flow area due to
smaller sway space, thermal analyses discussed later in this report
predict bearing temperatures below limits. This design change will be
verified by testing.
There is no production thrust bearing that will fit the current
Mini-BRU envelope. Installing the V-22 thrust bearing would require
modification of the TAC but could be done. This bearing has a much
greater load capacity than the Mini-BRU thrust bearing and is being
procured as a backup in case additional thrust capacity is required.
The 1000-hour thrust bearing configuration is not in question, and five
sets have been newly fabricated to support the SDGTD program.
10.4 COMPONENT PERFORMANCE
The TAC performance parameters are verified for SDGTD operating
conditions as follows.
10.4.1 COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE PERFORMANCE
BIPS analysis and testing thoroughly mapped compressor and turbine
performance over a large range of conditions including the SDGTD design
point. This data is documented in NASA CR-159441, "Final Report
Analysis, Design, Fabrication and Testing of the Mini-Brayton Rotating
Unit." No further analysis is necessary. The BIPS maps are being used
for SDGTD performance analysis. The deliverable TAC will demonstrate
compressor and turbine performance in the PCS Hot Loop Test.
10.4.2 ALTERNATOR PERFORMANCE
BIPS analysis and testing thoroughly mapped alternator generating
and motoring characteristics. This work is reported in Fluid Systems
Reports 75-311211, "Final Report, Mini-Brayton Alternator Design" and
31-2316, "Test Report, Mini-Brayton Alternator Performance and Motor
Characteristics." No further analysis is required.
The only alternator testing required is that necessary to support
the PCCU and SIPS development. This will be accomplished with the
Alternator Test Rig. The deliverable TAC will demonstrate alternator
performance in the TAC Acceptance Test and the PCS Hot Loop Test.
10.4.3 FOIL BEARING PERFORMANCE
The Mini-BRU foil thrust and journal bearings were designed to
operate at design conditions specified in Table I0-i, Cases 1 through 4.
These bearings were demonstrated for a 1000-hour test in the WHL at
Table I0-I, Case 5.
The SDGTD will use the Mini-BRU thrust bearing design, but a new
journal bearing design will be installed. The new journal bearing will
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be a production unit from the Boeing/Bell V-22 Osprey Environmental
Control Unit. In order to get an early idea of the performance
advantages of the V-22 bearing some comparable open cycle Alternator
Test Rig data was taken for the Mini-BRU and the V-22 supported rotor
system. This data is evaluated in Fluid Systems Report 42-MR-8602.
This evaluation supports the design change to the V-22 bearing.
Final verification of the foil bearing performance will beobtained
by the PCS Hot Loop Test. The bearing performance parameters will be
verified as follows.
10.4.3.1 Power Loss
A BIPS analysis calculated bearing power loss for the Mini-BRU;
results are given in Table 10-3. The SDGTD operating conditions are
very close to the BIPS 3 HSA condition, Table i0-I, Case 4. The thrust
bearing prediction is valid for SDGTD. However, a new journal bearing
prediction was made based on the design change to the V-22 bearing.
Table 10-3. Foll Bearing Loss SDGTD Design Conditions
BEARING
II
Mini-BRU THRUST BEARING, TOTAL BOTH SIDES
POWER LOSS, W
I I I I I II
80
Mini-BRU JOURNAL BEARING 38
V-22 THRUST BEARING, TOTAL BOTH SIDES 190
V- 22 JOURNAL BEARING 30
These power loss predictions cannot be verified bydirect measure-
ments in the PCS Hot Loop Test. However, TAC pressure and temperature
instrumentation will provide data for input to the TAC thermal and
secondary flow models. Because bearing temperatures are sensitive to
bearing power loss, power loss predictions will be validated indirectly
by evaluating test data with the aid of the analytical models. Note
that the V-22 journal bearing has a lower predicted power loss than the
Mini-BRU journal bearing.
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10.4.3.2 Load Capacity
The load capacities of the Mini-BRU and V-22 bearings are given in
Table 10-4.
Table 10-4. Foil Bearing Load Capacity SDGTD Design Conditions
BEARING
II
Mini-BRU THRUST BEARING
i
Mini-BRU JOURNAL BEARING
V-22 THRUST BEARING
V-22 JOURNAL BEARING
LOAD CAPACITY, LB
I
3O
ii
80
30
Because of the improved design, the V-22 bearings have significant-
ly higher load capacities. The load capacities of the above bearings
have been demonstrated in air on various test rigs. No further
verification analysis or testing for bearing load capacity is necessary.
10.4.3.3 Spring Rate
Bearing spring rates were designed to minimize preload, breakaway
torque, power loss and control rotor deflections to acceptable values.
The thrust and journal bearing spring rates were verified by test.
Representative load-deflection curves for the Mini-BRU and V-22 journal
bearings are given in Figure 10-2. The Mini-BRU thrust bearing load-
deflection curve is given in Figure 10-3. The Mini-BRU journal bearing
will allow more radial deflection due to its larger sway space.
Hysteresis exhibited bythe curves is due to foil overlap exacerbated by
the use of a nonrotating static test rig.
The V-22 journal bearing spring rate is comparable to the Mini-BRU
journal bearing. The journal bearing spring rate is the average slop of
the curve as it crosses the null deflection axis. Both bearings give
spring rates I000 to 1200 ib/in. The V-22 bearing's performance in the
TAC will be verified by open cycle Alternator Test Rig testing and by
the PCS Hot Loop Test.
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10.4.3.4 Breakaway Torque
Maximum locked rotor torque capability of the alternator is 4 in-
lb. The breakaway torque of the rotor is a result of the foil bearing
preload. The bearings were designed for minimum power loss and
breakaway torque. The maximum total breakaway torque verified for the
SDGTD TAC bearing set (V-22 journal and Mini-BRU thrust) is 2.1 in-lb.
This gives a i00 percent start margin. Verification will be done in
Alternator Test Rig testing and the PCS Hot Loop Test.
10.5 ROTORDYNAMICS
A rotordynamics analysis was performed for the Mini-BRU rotor
during the BIPS program, the results of which are reported in NASA CR-
159441, "Final Report, Analysis, Design, Fabrication, and Testing of the
Mini-Brayton Rotating Unit." This analysis assumed a higher journal
bearing spring rate "(3500 vs. I000 ib/in), which affects the first two
critical speedsand bearing loadings. However, the effects of the lower
spring rates can be easily evaluated for the SDGTD TAC. The WHL 1000-
hour test ran successfully on 1000 ib/in journal bearings, but no runout
data was taken to validate margins. Because radial runout probes have
been added to the SDGTD TAC, the rotordynamics will be verified with
open cycle Alternator Test Rig testing andthe PCS Hot Loop Test.
10.5.1 CRITICAL SPEED
The three Mini-BRU critical speeds, first and second rigid body,
and first bending, were calculated for various journal bearing spring
rates. As seen in Figure 10-4, however, the lowest spring rate analyzed
is 2500 1b/in.
Operation at or near critical speeds will result in excessive
bearing loading. The TAC operating speed is between the second and
third critical speeds. The TAC can be safely operated in a speed range
between 25 percent above the second critical and 40 percent of the
third. The first and second rigid body criticals are dependent on
spring rate. These critical speeds were not calculated for the 1000
ib/in bearings, but as can be seen from Figure 10-5, they will be lower
with the lower spring rates. Figure 10-6 is an FFT of a radial shaft
motion signal from the Alternator Test Rig mounted on the new V-22
bearings. The first and second critical response frequencies show up at
8250 rpm and 11,550 rpm respectively. Because the Alternator Test Rig
rotor was designed to match the TAC rotor weight, center of gravity and
moment of inertia, these measured values should be very close to those
of the TAC. The critical speeds of the deliverable TAC will be verified
in the TAC Acceptance Test. By the above criteria, steady state
operation of the TAC should be above a minimum of 15,000 rpm. The third
critical is not dependent on mount stiffness and will be unchanged from
125,700 rpm. This gives a 142 percent margin from the operating speed
of 52,00 rpm. This meets the minimum required 40 percent margin.
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10.5.2 JO_ BEARING LOADING
The absolute dynamic bearing loads calculated with 0.0005 inch
eccentricity (corresponding to a rotor unbalance of 0.020 oz-in) and
3500 ib/in journal bearing are given in Figure 10-6. Steady state
bearing loading at operating speed is 2 lb. This is a conservative
calculation since the rotor unbalance will typically be less than 0.010
oz-in and bearing spring rates are 1000 ib/in.
The low spring rate combined with the high bending critical result
in low dynamic bearing loads near the operating speed. These loads must
be superimposed on any steady stateunidirectional loads toobtain total
bearing loading. Because there are no maneuver loads and the TAC is
operated vertically, there are no unidirectional loads in the SDGTDTAC.
With journal bearing load capacity of 30 ib, design margin is
sufficiently high. "Verification of dynamic bearing loading will be
through rotor radial runout data from the open cycle Alternator Test Rig
and the PCS Hot Loop Test.
10.5.3 ROTOR STABILITY
The TAC rotor is considered stable when the total peak-to-peak
radial runout is 1 mil or less at a steady state condition. Shaft
runout can exceed 1 mil, even up to the physical limit, for shock or
other transients as long as the rotor orbit returns to 1 mil or less
when the transient excitation is removed. The physical limit is
complete compression of the journal bearings, which is when the deflec-
tion equals the sway space. There are no seal or other radial clearanc-
es more limiting than the journal bearing sway space. The V-22 bearing
sway space is 6 mils diametral.
The foil bearing supported rotor will respond to unbalance loading
at the once-per-revolution synchronous frequency. Lower frequency
excitations produce a subsynchronous rotor response at the first and
second critical frequencies.
The unbalance loading is a direct result of rotor balance. Foil
bearing spring rate has a negligible effect on this synchronous runout,
the amplitude will be equal to shaft eccentricity. Precision balancing
of the rotor will limit the amplitude of this response to values less
than 0.5 mils peak-to-peak. This response is analytically predictable
and directly proportional to the amount of unbalance in the rotor.
Subsynchronous rotor responses are the result of excitations that
are very difficult to predict. Excitation forces are nonlinear and
primarily result from clearance and flow effects of the aerodynamic
components. Nonlinear orbit analysis to predict the effects of these
excitations is very expensive and must be validated with extensive
testing. The accepted design approach to subsynchronous stability is to
design the bearing from experience and test the rotor system at design
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operating conditions.
Subsynchronous stability increases with bearing spring rate and
damping. The upper limits to spring rate are breakaway torque/power
loss and thermal overload. Coulomb damping in the bearing is provided
by friction between bearing components.
The Mini-BRU journal bearing was demonstrated to be stable in the
open cycle test rigs. There was also a vibration criterion for the
Mini-BRU Acceptance Test that demonstrated stability at no-load while
driven with compressed air. Both of these tests would have accurately
shown the rotor synchronous response. The concern in verifying that the
SDGTDTAC will be stable is that neither of these conditions accurately
replicates the aerodynamic excitations which give rise to subsynchronous
instability at the WHL or SDGTD operating conditions. In fact, because
the WHL test did not incorporate shaft runout probes, the stability of
the rotor at this condition is not known. One could presume that I000
hours of successful operation indicates a stable rotor system. The
important question, however, is how much margin of stability exists at
WHL conditions, and is it enough for the rotor to remain stable at the
higher power conditions of the SDGTD testing where aerodynamic excita-
tions are greater?
As a result, two actions were taken to assure and validate rotor
stability at the SDGTD design conditions: the bearing design was
upgraded to one with significantly more damping and shaft runout
instrumentation was added to the TAC. Rotor stability will be verified
in the open cycle Alternator Test Rig, the TAC Acceptance Test and in
the PCS Hot Loop Test.
10.5.4 ROTOR THRUST
Preliminary BIPS aerodynamic analysis indicated that the Mini-BRU
net thrust load would vary between 2 and I0 pounds as a function of
pressure and power level. Net thrust values are calculated as the
difference between the large opposing thrust loads of the compressor and
turbine, so a low percentage error gives a large absolute error in net
thrust. In consideration of the Mini-BRU objective of designing a
bearing system with minimum power losses, it was decided to size the
thrust bearing on the basis of the calculated 10-1b aerodynamic thrust
load. In the event that subsequent testing revealed higher net thrust
loads, the plan was to scallop the turbine wheel to balance the thrust
within the capability limits of the original thrust bearing design.
The initial sizing of the Mini-BRU thrust bearing based on the
above criteria resulted in a bearing design of 1.75 in. OD and 1.09 in.
ID that provided a bearing area of 1.47 in. As stated above, this
bearing has a maximum load capacity of 30 lb.
More detailed BIPS thrust predictions were performed later in the
BIPS program. This work gave a net thrust of 29 ib towards the turbine
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for full power conditions. This prediction is out of the 2 to I0 ib
design range and right at the load capacity of the bearing.
Although the unit ran successfully at WHL conditions (Case 5 in
Table 10-1), no instrumentation was installed to measure shaft axial
deflections. The direction of net thrust can be deduced from the
temperature data as being towards the turbine because the turbine thrust
bearing ran hotter than the compressor thrust bearing. However,. the
actual thrust condition at this case was not determined.
A new SDGTD thrust calculation was made and is found in Fluid
Systems Report 41-MR-9896. Thrust loads were calculated at the three
conditions summarized in Table 10-5.
Table 10-5. SDGTD Calculated Thrust Loads
r
OPERATING CASE FROM TABLE I0-I
i
BIPS 3 C.al_SUI_E, CASE 4
CALCULATED NET THRUST, LB*
29
WHL, CASE 5 52
SDGTD OP POINT, CASE 6 28
* DIRECTION OF NET THRUST IN EACH CASE IS TOWARDS THE TURBINE
The analysis predicts that at the SDGTDoperating point the thrust
bearing will be operating at its load capacity with no margin and that
at lower power conditions it may exceed its load capacity. This is the
reason for the addition of the axial shaft position cap probes. The
shaft axial deflection data derived from this instrumentation will be
essential in determining the actual thrust condition at relevant
operating conditions.
If thrust loads are indeed too high, this will be discovered in the
PCS Hot Loop Test. At that point, either the thrust load will be
reduced by scalloping the turbine or modifications will be made to the
TAC to install the V-22 thrust bearing. Either of these options will
require several months to implement.
Because turbine backface pressure is higher than the pressure at
the bladed face, scalloping the turbine would increase the turbine
thrust towards the compressor and reduces net thrust. Scalloping would
also require modification of the turbine backshroud to maintain optimum
backface clearances.
The V-22 thrust bearing is being procured as a backup. This
bearing has an 80-1b load capacity but much greater power loss and
breakaway torque. It also requires some modifications to the TAC rotor
and structure.
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10.6 STRESS AND THERMAL CONDITIONS
i0.6.1 TAC TEMPERATURES
Thermal management of the TAC is a critical part of the design
process. TAC internal temperatures must remain below maximum values at
the operating points. Verification is accomplished by a detailed
thermal analysis followed by the instrumented PCS Hot Loop Test. The
analysis is documented in Fluid Systems Report 42-MR-9896.
The thermal analysis predicts temperatures higher than those
measured in the WHL test but lower than the limits. This analysis will
be validated at SDGTD operating conditions in the PCS Hot Loop Test.
10.6.2 TURBINE PLENUM CREEP LIFE
The turbine plenum creep limit is 1 percent strain over i000 hours.
Average SDGTD TIT for the I000 hours is 1410 °F. Turbine plenum creep
life is verified by similarity to completed BIPS analysis. The BIPS
analysis was conducted for a lower temperature but for a longer time.
The similarity analysis detailed in Fluid Systems Report 42-MR-9766
shows that the Hastelloy-X turbine plenum has adequate creep design
margin for SDGTD use.
I0.6.3 FLANGE LOADS
Maximum flange loadings for the turbine exit and inlet and for
compressor exit and inlet are determined from BIPS analysis. The
calculated loads and margins induced from PCS ducting are given in the
PCS design integration report, 41-12104. No further analysis is
necessary to determine maximum loads.
10.6.4 TURBINE WHEEL STRESS
No additional SDGTDturbine wheel stress analysis is required. The
BIPS turbine wheel, Part 3604335-1, stress analysis reported in NASA CR-
159441, "Final Report, Analysis, Design, Fabrication and Testing of the
Mini-Brayton Rotating Unit," is sufficient for the SDGTD TAC verifica-
tion. The turbine has a predicted burst margin of 3.53, a 0.I percent
creep life of 848 years, an LCF life greater than 1 million start
cycles, and sufficient blade vibration margin.
I0.6.5 COMPRESSOR IMPELLER STRESS
No additional SDGTD compressor impeller stress analysis is
required. The BIPS compressor impeller, Part 3605372-1, stress analysis
reported in NASA CR-159441, "Final Report, Analysis, Design, Fabrication
and Testing of the Mini-Brayton Rotating Unit," is sufficient for the
SDGTD TAC verification. The compressor has a burst margin of 3.83 and
sufficient blade vibration margin.
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I0 .6 .6 TURBINE BACKSHROUD STRESS
NO SDGTD analysis is required on the turbine backshroud, Part
3605822-1. Because of its large thermal gradient, this item was
analyzed for the Mini-BRU for stress and deflection. The results
indicated sufficient margin and are found in NASA CR-159441, "Final
Report, Analysis, Design, Fabrication and Testing of the Mini-Brayton
Rotating Unit."
i0 .6 .7 COMPRESSOR BACKSHROUD STRESS
The compressor backshroud, Part 3793283-1, was redesigned from the
Mini-BRU, Part 3604348-1. The function of this part is to seal the
compressor backface from the bearing cavity. The modifications were
made to allow mounting of the axial cap probes. An inner ring was added
which incorporates two threaded holes to position the probe to sense the
distance to the compressor backface. This shortens the length of the
spring seal, thereby increasing stiffness and stress if not modified.
The analysis supporting the new configuration is presented in Fluid
Systems Report 42-MR-9842.
10 .6 .8 CLEARANCE CONTROL
Clearances between rotating and static parts in the TAC are
critical. Critical clearances to be analyzed are compressor, turbine,
seal, and foil bearing. No rubs are allowed during steady state
operation or transients. Compressor and turbine face clearances also
need to be evaluated to assure required hot values will result from cold
build values. Also, the sway space of the journal bearings is a
critical flow area that may change with different operating tempera-
tures.
Thermal deflections will be predicted using similarity to BIPS
analysis and new analyses where required. Analysis indicates that no
clearance problems from differential thermal expansion will occur.
10.7 MATERIALS SELECTION
Material selections for the Mini-BRU were validated byanalysis and
testing in the BIPS program. New materials added to the TAC from SDGTD
design changes are given in Table 10-6.
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Table 10-6.
DESCRI PT I ON
I
Cap Probe Di-
electric
Set Screw Tip
Foil Bearing
Coating
Journal Bearing
Foil
SDGTD TAC New Materials
MATERIAL
I
Ablestick 6203FF
Epoxy
Vespel SP-I
Polyimide-Bonded-
Graphite-
Fluoride (PBGF)
Inconel X-750
FUNCTION
II
Electrical insu-
lator in probe
tip.
Lock cap probes
in place
without marring
_eads.
Reduce friction
during startup
and shutdown.
Radial shaft
support
BASIS
II I
High temperature
capability
(600 "F).
Low hardness and
tempera-
ture
capability.
High temperature
capability
and low
friction durabil-
ity.
Past operational
experience.
10.8 HARDWARE ASSESSMENT
An important asset of the SDGTD program is the existing hardware
from the BIPS program. The BIPS hardware was delivered to Fluid Systems
as government furnished property in July 1992. An assessment of the
condition of this equipment is summarized in Fluid Systems Report 41-
12010, .Hardware Assessment and Refurbishment Report," contract data
item HW-01, submitted under separate cover.
Two Mini-BRUs were delivered. Serial D-001 was run for the famous
1000-hour WHL test, while Serial D-002 has no operational time other
than the cold acceptance test. The assessment of the component parts of
each TAC produced no discriminators for elimination of either TAC from
consideration from SDGTDuse. The program plan calls for one TAC to be
reworked and refurbished. The component parts of the other will be
refurbished as required to meet the spares requirements, but the second
TAC will not be reworked or assembled.
The BIPS program had three interchangeable turbine plenum designs.
Each design was fabricated from a different material: columbium,
Waspaloy, and Hastelloy-X. The columbium plenum was designed and
fabricated for use at a TIT of 1600 °F. However, it was never used.
The Waspaloy plenum was used for the 1000-hour test. However, it
developed a leak at a pressure tap braze. The Hastelloy-X plenum was
never tested at temperature. Both Waspaloy and Hastelloy-X are nickel
based superalloys with similar material properties. Both have been
shown acceptable at 1400 °F.
The only Waspaloy plenum on hand is the one that ran I000 hours.
To use this unit again would require some rework to repair the leak,
fill unused instrumentation ports and rebuild ground flanges. Because
several spare Hastelloy-X plenums are on hand, it will be used in the
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SDGTD TAC.
10.9 TAC REFURBISHMENT PLAN
Figure 10-7 shows the TAC Refurbishment Plan. This plan is divided
into six phases. Time frame for each phase is noted on Figure 10-7.
10.9.1 KARI_f).RE RECEIPT
SDGTD program assets include all of the BIPS hardware that was
stored at BIPS program termination in 1978. This hardware was extricat-
ed from long-term storage and evaluated by NASA and Fluid Systems
engineers prior to being shipped from Plumbrook. Much of the BIPS
hardware was not applicable to the SDGTD program and was returned to
storage. Mini-BRU, Workhorse Loop, test rig components and all tooling
were shipped to Fluid Systems for possible use in the SDGTD program.
Hardware received at Fluid Systems was entered into inventory and
is being handled in accordance with the government furnished property
plan section of the contract.
10.9.2 EARDWAREASSESSMENT
The hardware was assessed by various types of nondestructive
inspections and tests. The results of the assessment are found in Fluid
Systems Report 41-12010, "Hardware Assessment and Refurbishment Report."
10.9.3 TAt REFURBISHMENT
To support the design changes discussed earlier in this report and
to replace parts damaged in storage, several new parts must be fabricat-
ed. A listing of these parts is found in Figure 10-7. Several existing
parts must be reworked to accommodate the additional instrumentation.
A listing of these parts is also found in Figure 10-7. All of the
referenced drawings for new and reworked parts are submitted as part of
the CDR design package under separate cover.
Parts that must be repaired because of deterioration or damage
during the BIPS program or subsequent storage are detailed item by item
on the Out-of-ToleranceSheets in the Hardware Assessmentand Refurbish-
ment Report.
The TAC parts will be cleaned as required in accordance with Fluid
Systems specification GPS3008-1, "Cleaning, Critical Components." The
parts will be instrumented as required by Drawing 3793269. The TAC will
then be assembled in accordance with Fluid Systems Report 41-12140,
"Turboalternator-Compressor Engineering Assembly Instructions." As of
CDR this document has not been released.
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TAC Serial D-001 will be reworked and refurbished for the SDGTD
PCS. This TAC will be rebuilt with the design changes herein. The
turbine will use an unused Hastelloy-X plenum instead of the damaged
Waspaloy one. Aerodynamic performance of the Mini-BRU will be replicat-
ed as closely as possible by using the same compressor impeller and
diffuser and turbine rotor. The Hardware Assessment and Refurbishment
Report indicates the extent of repair required for each component part
as well as parts which must be replaced.
10.9.4 TAC ACCEPTANCE TEST
The TAC will be leak checked, and acceptance tested prior to
assembly into the PCS for the Hot Loop Test. The TAC Acceptance Test
will be conducted in accordance with Fluid Systems Report 41-12095.
10.9.5 DEVELOPMENT PERIOD
The TAC will be verified to operate satisfactorily at all applica-
ble SDGTD operating conditions in the PCS Hot Loop Testing. The TAC
will not be weld sealed going into this test. The primary TAC perfor-
mance unknowns going into this test are the bearing thermal and
rotordynamic performance. If any design changes are found necessary as
the result of this testing, sufficient time exists in this development
period to accomplish the change and conduct subsequent verification
testing.
Following Hot Loop Testing the TAC will be disassembled and its
condition assessed. It will then be resubjected to acceptance testing
prior to reinstallation into the PCS.
10.9.6 FINAL ACCEPTANCE
Prior to final shipment the TAC will be weld sealed and reinstalled
into the PCS. A hot acceptance test will be run and the entire PCS
assembly will be shipped to Aerospace Design and Development for the
installation of multilayer insulation. From ADD the PCS will be
delivered to NASA Lewis.
10.10 TEST PLAN
I0.i0.I ALTERNATOR TEST RIG TESTING
Refer to Fluid Systems Report 41-11982, "Alternator Test Rig
Engineering Assembly Instructions," for a technical description and a
discussion of the purpose of each rig configuration. The Alternator
Test Rig is currently operational at Fluid Systems.
In most cases this cold testing on compressed air will not
absolutely verify a parameter for the SDGTD condition. However,
valuable information can be gained in this incremental step towards
full-up hot loop testing.
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10.10.2 TAC ACCEPTANCE TEST
The TAC acceptance test is also run open loop with ambient
temperature compressed air. This test differs from the rig testing in
that the test unit is the deliverable TAC. A helium leak check is also
conducted as part of the acceptance test. Refer to Fluid Systems Report
41-12095, .Turboalternator-Compressor Acceptance Test Plan," for a
description of the test configuration and purpose.
Although in most cases this cold testing will not absolutely verify
a parameter for the SDGTD condition, valuable information can be gained
in this incremental step towards full-up hot testing.
10.10.3 PCS HOT LOOP TEST
The PCS Hot Loop Test will replicate the SDGTDoperating conditions
for the PCS including flows and temperatures. An electric heater
coupled with the PCS will generate design TIT. Refer to Fluid Systems
Reports 41-12098 and 41-12099, ',power Conversion Subsystem Hot Loop Test
Plans A and B," for a description of the test configuration and purpose.
This test will verify all TAC parameters, except for life and
cycles, at SDGTD operating conditions.
41-140S_2
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11. POWER CONVERSXON SUBSYSTEM (PCS)
ii.I Design Documents Listing
41-12104 Power Conversion Subsystem (PCS) CDR Design Integration
Report
41-12098 Hot Loop Test Plan, Part A
41-12099 Hot Loop Test Plan, Part B
11.2 Design Review Minutes
The PCS Critical Design Review was held on Friday, June 4, 1993 at
NASA LeRC. The presentation topics covered during the design reviews
were :
Requirements
Configuration
Mechanical Interface
Working Fluid Containment
Ducting Pressure Loss
Flowmeter Design
Analysis
Instrumentation
Recuperator Life
Hot Loop Test
The structural analysis section was presented byBobArmstrong, the
remaining topics byPeteAmundsen. The topics were presented sequential-
ly as listed. The presentation connained the following information:
11.3 REQUIREMENTS
The PCS integrates and supports the PCS components to:
Maintain acceptable subsystem pressure losses
Maintain acceptable external and internal interface loads and
deflections
Provide subsystem instrumentation
Maintain working fluid boundary integrity
The PCS is composed primarily of GFE from the BIPSWHLProgram, and
unlike other major SDGTD components or subsystems, does not have a
formalized design specification. The design process for the PCS requires
an integration activity to first define subsystem requirements prior to
the mechanical integration of the existing GFE components. The following
PCS requirements were derived from multiple sources as defined below.
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Performance:
Mechanical Interface:
Life:
Instrumentation:
Working Fluid
Containment:
Outgassing:
Pressure loss in accordance with maximum
insolation orbit, Table X in 41-11460(2)
PCS component loads and deflections from
original component analyses and specifi-
cations
Pallet interface per ICD 213000016
Operating life
In accordance with 213000017
10 -I ssc/s helium (1% inventory per day)
Compliance with MSFC Handbook 527
11.4 CONFIGURATION
The resultant PCS configuration--shown in top, side, and end views
as Figures ii-I, 11-2, and 11-3 respectively--maximizes the use of GFE.
The drawing tree for the PCS, Part 3793295, depicts the new drawings in
bold type. The configuration is similar to the mock up configuration
presented at PDR in that much of the WHL support structure, superfluous
to the SDGTD activity, has been eliminated to facilitate integration
with the receiver and minimize shadowing. As this structure provided
blow-off load retention for the non-pressure-compensated turbine
discharge bellows, a three-link bellows restraint grounded to the TAC
housing was designed. The significant departures from the mockup
configuration are the series arrangement of the gas coolers and that the
plane of the U shape of the turbine inlet duct was rotated from the
horizontal to the vertical plane. The former change was dictated by the
system performance analysis and the latter by the global PCS/receiver
thermal/stress model which will be discussed in the analysis section.
Three new ducting assemblies, the turbine inlet duct, the receiver
inlet duct, and the cold ducting from the low-pressure recuperator
discharge to the compressor inlet are required in the SDGTD PCS. The
resultant ducting configuration incorporates existing WHL bellows. A
common male/female welded flange arrangement is used in all of the
elements of the cold duct and the required 90-degree bends between the
coolers are made with a common detail.
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Figure II-I. PCS: Top View
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Figure Ii-2. PCS : Side View
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Figure 11-3. PCS: End View
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The critical mechanical interface for the PCS and the receiver is
the receiver discharge/turbine inlet duct which operates at 1400 °F. In
order to minimize interface induced loads in the duct, receiver
discharge manifold, and the TAC plenum, the turbine inlet duct flange
will be aligned at pallet installation to the receiver outlet flange to
0 orthogonal tolerance. The mount structure for the PCS provides, for
±0.25 inch adjustment of the PCS relative to the pallet datum in three
orthogonalaxes. The recommended installed true position of the receiver
outlet flange relative to the pallet datum would require a maximum of
±0.125 inch adjustment capability. The receiver inlet duet interface
(which operates at 1100 °F) will then be subjected to the actual
tolerance mismatch between the inletand the out ducts. The major action
item for the PCS CDR is to validate the installed tolerance allocations
at the duct interfaces against both manufacturing and resultant stress
allowables.
II. 7 WORKING FLUID CONTAINMENT
The WHL demonstrated a leak rate of 10 .4 scc/s of helium as compared
to the SDGTD requirement of i0 -x scc/s. Review of the WHL leak testing
indicated that the major leak resulted from a damage pressure tap on the
TAC plenum which resisted repair efforts. For the SDGTD, the plenum will
be replaced and the pressure instrumentation installed in the downstream
duct. Although the existing O-rings in the WHLhave not been eliminated,
the new ducting for the SDGTD has welded flanges, either cup type or
radial burn down.
11.8 ANALYSIS
11.8.1 DUCTING PRESSURE LOSS
A ducting pressure loss analysis was conducted using the detail
duct drawings and compared to the allocations from Table X, 41-11460(2).
The calculated pressure drops for the new ducting meet the allocations
with the exception of the turbine inlet duct, which exceeded its
allocation by 0.I psid, not significant in terms of measured system
performance.
II. 8.2 FLOWMETER DESIGN
The existing WHL in-line flow measuring section was too long for
SDGTDpackaging and did not produce an adequate delta p required by the
SDGTD instrumentation accuracy requirements. A new flow section has been
designed to match the signal requirements of the transducer. Because of
the limited length for the measuring section, pressure recovery is poor,
resulting in a pressure drop that could approach 1 psid. The flow
section will not be used during full power performance demonstrations,
being replaced for those demonstrations with an interchangeable straight
section.
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11.8.3 DUCT ANALYSIS
A finite element ANSYS model of the PCS was created. Maximum
insolation sunset pressure and temperature conditions, component weight,
support displacements, and interface mismatch displacements were imposed
on the model. Initial running of the model indicated that PCS component
mechanical load and deflection allowables could be met for the PDR
configuration with the exception of the burndownflanges, which required
minor flange thickness increases. This model was combined with the
receiver ANSYS model to provide a global model so that interface
reactions could be more adequately addressed. As a result of this global
model it was determined that the horizontal leg of the turbine inlet
duct was impacting the creep life of the receiver outlet manifold.
Rotating the duct section to the vertical minimized the overhanging
moment.
11.8.4 INSTRUMENTATION
Instrumentation capability in compliance with 213000017 has been
provided either by using existing instrumentation in the existing
hardware or byprovidingWHLtype bosses in the new ducting as required.
Receiver inlet pressure and delta p will be measured on the PCS side of
the receiver inlet and outlet duct flanges. Redundant capability and
alternate instrumentation capability has been provided as shown in
Figures 11-4 and 11-5.
Ii. 8.5 RECUPERATOR LIFE
The GFE recuperator for the SDGTD incurred approximately 44 starts
during the WHLprogram. The WHLrecuperator had a predicted minimum life
(based on internal leakage criteria and minimum material properties) of
220 cycles. The fatigue life is driven by the thermal gradient in the
recuperator in the first 30 seconds after the start. Comparison of the
temperature profiles in the recuperator (see Figure 11-6) indicated that
both the WHL and SDGTD profiles are much more benign than the profile
used to obtain the 220-hour minimum life number. It was therefore
concluded that the recuperator will demonstrate in excess of I00 WHL
cold starts without incurring significant internal leakage.
11.9 TEST PLAN
Figure 11-7 is a flow chart showing the component/subsystem test
sequence up to delivery at Tank 6. The Hot Loop Test has been expanded
to include a B phase in July or August 1994. This test replaces the
electronic subsystem test originally scheduled; now the electronic
components can be tested with an operating TAC rather than the TAC
simulator. The MLI will now be installed in September or October on the
assembled PCS instead of insulation of components as was originally
proposed. The steam/working fluid heat exchanger proposed at PDR has
been replaced with an electric heater based on the BCD configuration.
Although the electric heater is more expensive to fabricate than the
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steam heat exchanger, testing cost reductions more than offset the
procurement costs.
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12. LIQUID UTILITIES PALLET (LUP)
12.1 Design Document Listing
41-12127 Liquid Utilities Pallet CDR Design Integration Report
12.2 Design Review Minutes
The LUP Critical Design Review was held on Friday, June 4, 1993 at
NASA LeRC. The presentation topics covered during the design reviews
were:
Requirements
Configuration
Instrumentation
Liquid Loop Heater
Accumulator
Liquid Loop Pumps
The topics were presented in the order listed by Pete Amundsen.
The presentation is summarized below.
12.3 DESCRIPTION
The LUP is a compartmentalized test support unit which provides for
coolant auxiliary heating, density change accommodation, motive flow,
and pressure, temperature, and flow measurement. The LUP provides the
lower support for the radiators and is the instrumentation patch panel
for radiator and LUP instrumentation. The LUP subsystem is comprised of
the following components:
*
Accumulator
Two Pump/Motor Assemblies
Liquid Loop Heater
Environmental Heater (wiring capability supplied)
Mounting Base Assembly
Flowmeter
Check valves and hoses
12.4 REQUIREMENTS
The following are the primary functional LUP requirements:
Environment: Vacuum i0 "s to 10 -7 torr
Coolant Leakage: None permitted
Coolant: N-heptane
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Coolant Temperature Range: 420 to 670 °R
Over the operating envelope defined for the SDGTD, maximum
liquid (N-heptane) coolant temperature of 645 OR and flow of
0.051 ib/sec occurs at the inlet to the radiator at sunset at
1.3 kWe continuous power per Table 2, Report 41-11685. The
minimum temperature and flow conditions of 451 OR and 0.048
ib/sec, respectively, occur at the maximum insolation orbit at
sunrise per Table X, Report 41-11460(2). The wet LUP compo-
nents were designed to provide an operational cushion of
25 OR, minimum. Maximum specified pump flow requirement
(0.051 ib/sec) is 28.5 gph.
Coolant Flow Rate: 20 to 32 gpm
Coolant Pressure Range: 25 minimum to 99 psia maximum
Maximum system vapor pressure for N-heptane at 670 OR is 20.3
psia, which occurs at the radiator inlet.
Coolant Density Ratio: 0.98 to 1.043
The coolant density ratio is a function of component volumes,
fill temperature and operating temperature distribution. At
the 1.3 kWe continuous power conditions, assuming that the
fill is accomplished at stabilized 520 OR and system volume of
462.6 cubic inches, the liquid volume increases to 474.4 cubic
inches, a factor of 1.025. With a 30 cubic inch capacity
accumulator and with the fill accomplished to I0 cubic inches
of accumulator volume the system has a density ratio range
from 0.978 to 1.043.
Liquid Loop Heater Power Requirements: 4.9 kW
This value is the heat rejected to the coolant at the maximum
insolation orbit sunset condition as defined in Table XI,
Report 41-11460(2)
Liquid Loop Pressure Drop: 20 psid
The following pressure drops have been allocated to the liquid
loop components (reference document for supplied components):
Accumulator
Liquid Loop Heater
Flowmeter
Check valves
PCCU Cold Plate
Gas Coolers
Radiator
Hose
2 psid
2 psid
0.2 psid (manufacturer's data)
0.5 psid
1 psid
0.I psid (41-12119)
I0 psid (Loral CDR)
3 psid
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outgassing:
Vacuum stability in compliance with MSFC Handbook 527 or
vacuum exposed materials exclusively of A rated materials form
the MAPTIS database.
12.5 CONFIGURATION
The block diagram for the LUP is shown as Figure 12-1. Individual
component designs are discussed in the following sections.
12.6 Major Component Definition
INSTRUMENTATION
The pressure transducers contained in the LUPneed to be maintained
between -I0 and +120 °F while operating to maintain instrument
accuracy. Each transducer produces approximately 1.5 watts when
operating. NASA was asked to provide thermal environment assess-
ments at the LUP (and PCS). The LUP (and system wiring) can provide
thermostatically controlled heaters if required.
LIQUID LOOP HEATER, PART 3793334
The liquid loop heater was designed to provide both redundant
heating element capabilityand heating element replacement without
breaking into the liquid loop. Theunit was designed to provide the
capability for 8900 watts input into the liquid at maximum loop
delta temperature against a requirement of 4900 watts at maximum
insolation sunset liquid delta temperature. The heater body and
heating element interface are similar to those of the PLR. A
thermal analysis, assuming pure to establish temperature heater
body temperature, was conducted. The resultant stress analysis of
the heater body indicates a cyclic life of 33,800 cycles and a
margin of safety at proof pressure of 9.8. (see Appendix i of Fluid
Systems Report 41-12127)
ACCUMULATOR, PART 3793337
The design and resultant acceptance requirements identified above
have been flowed directly to the accumulator vendor via notes 6 and
7 of Drawing 3793337 provided under DRD MA-05. The specific design
features of the accumulator include a flow-through design which
keeps the accumulator at fluid temperature, eliminating the need
for a separate heater. A liquid volume sensor has been included in
the design to simplify coolant fill verification and operational
performance.
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Figure 12-1. LUP Block Diagram
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Pump/Motor Assembly, Part 3793335
Liquid coolant pump power is chargeable against system efficiency.
A survey of available pump motor combinations did not identify a
commercial unit which met SDGTD criteria for a hard-vacuum,
minimal-power application. Tuthill Pump Company offers magnetic-
coupling-driven gear pump heads in the proper flow pressure class
but not with vacuum-rated motors. Two Tuthill pump heads with 24
volt, 1 amp brush type dc motors were procured and flow tested on
N-heptane down to 410 °R to verify pump head performance. The
results show compliance with the system flow requirement.
A vacuum-rated variation of an existing RBEH -01200 Inland Motor
brushless dc motor was specified, Part 3793338, and the design
requirements and acceptance criteria for the motors flowed down to
the supplier through Notes 8 and 9 of the motor drawing. The motor
has significant speed and torque margin for the application.
Analysis by the supplier indicates that efficiency demonstrated by
the originally supplied nonvacuum-rated motor can be demonstrated.
A pump/motor adapter, Part 3793339, was designed to mate the pump
and motor using a modified magnetic coupling, Part 3793340. Dick
Shaltens questioned the applicability of the pump O-rings in a
vacuum environment. The delta pressure across the O-rings is in the
same direction whether in an ambient or vacuum environment and the
pumps will be tested in vacuum as part of the hot loop testing.
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13. NASA Tank6 Facility Xntegration Review: Build - Assembly Platform
(BAP) and Test Configuration Support
An overview of the design for the BAP and Test Configuration
Structural Support hardware was given bythe Engineering Directorate. A
portion of the presentation was dedicated to a review of the design
details of the BAP and Pallet hardware configuration and their behavior
within the Tank 6 vacuum facility. The remainder of the materials
presented were directed at general information as to status of support-
ing activities currently in progress.
Design requirements and configuration were reviewed. Plan and
elevation views of the SDGTD components mounted on the BAP are shown in
Figures 13-1 and 13-2. Design features for adjustability of component
position and relative alignment were presented. The respective ranges of
adjustability were summarized and discussed. The features allow for 3-
axis positioning of £he PCS/Receiver sub-pallet to align the Receiver to
the optical path of the energy coming off the Concentrator. Preliminary
stresses and deflections were presented for the BAP and PCS/Receiver
Pallet. More analysis is needed, particularly in the area of thermal
distortions and resulting displacements of the SDGTD system components
for the various thermal conditions which they will be subjected to
during testing. Stresses were also presented for the structural support
hardware that interfaces between the BAP and the Tank 6 facility. The
method of lubrication in vacuum and material preparation/application
procedures for adjustable (positioning) features and other features with
relative motion was presented. The procedures are outlined in Figure 13-
3. Methods and procedures planned for assuring the manufacture of clean
interfacing hardware for the vacuum service were presented. Highlights
of the procedures are summarized in Figure 13-4. Status of the related
facility test specific support hardware was presented: Assembly Bridge
(SDGTDprogram assembly area outside of Vacuum Tank 6), Movable Platform
(test observation area), and Modular Rail System (for transfer of the
SDGTD component platform from the assembly area to the test position
within Tank 6). Near term items are summarized in Figure 13-5. All of
the above will be completed well in advance of SDGTD need.
From the above subject matter related to design/analysis of the
BAP, PCS/Receiver Pallet, and test specific interfacing hardware, three
areas of concern were generated by the SDGTD team for furthar review: 1)
discrepancies in component ICD (interface control drawing) dimensions
and some corresponding mounting features on the PCS/Receiver Pallet were
detected - NASA will review all ICDs and correct to the latest ICD, 2)
deformation of Teflon material (employed at the BAPWest End Support to
reduce friction) - NASA will review, and 3) review of West End Support
Structure analysis for the limiting case of infinite friction at the
above Teflon sliding plane (due to an uncertainty in the value of
coefficient of friction that will exist between stainless steel/Teflon
at vacuum) - NASA will review.
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